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5Abstract
Model predictive control (MPC), also called receding horizon control, is a control technique
to determine control actions for systems by using mathematical optimization theory such
as linear or nonlinear programming. It is widely adopted for industrial applications because
of its capability of dealing with constraints. For implementation of MPC we solve an on-
line optimization problem which minimizes the object function with respect to the given
constraints. We commonly adopt convex cost function, which is minimum at the set-point,
since by minimizing this cost over horizons we can obtain the convergence of states to the
desired set-point.
This thesis, however, considers MPC with economically defined objective functions,
and implements it in decentralized manner. The key difference of the economic objectives,
acquired from the actual value of plants to operate, is that they are not necessarily min-
imum at the best steady-state, which we decide as the set-point for the state for the
operations.
Distributed system usually refers to a large-scale system which consists of mul-
tiple subsystems interacting with each other. In cooperative MPC which we deal with
throughout this thesis, all the subsystems share and optimize the common cost. The main
difficulty of this control arises from the coupled inputs and states between subsystems,
and the effect between them. While computing consideration on state estimation of other
subsystems should be taken into account for the controller design, so large computational
burden is unavoidable.
We divide the computation into several small problems, and suggest the iterations
between the subsystems for the improvement of performance. For linear systems the con-
vex sum of the computation, or estimation, of each subsystem generates the feasible input
sequence at any number of iteration. Furthermore, we define and investigate individual
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feasibility for nonlinear systems. For both cases we prove the iterates converge to the
Nash equilibria under some assumptions including asymptotic average constraints. For
application example, we investigate the consecutive-competitive reactions, whose resul-
tant substance and byproduct compete to be produced more through the reactions, with
numerical simulations.
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Notation
• Ii:j : a set of integers from i to j, {i, i+ 1, i+ 2, . . . , j − 1, j}
• I≥0 : a set of nonnegative integers
• R : a set of real numbers
• R≥0 : a set of nonnegative real numbers
• || · ||i : i−norm
• u : a sequence of u(k) from 0 to N − 1, i.e., {u(0), u(1), . . . , u(N − 1)}
• x+ : the evolution of variable x at the succeding sampling time step
• d(x, y) : distance between the two vectors x and y
• ⊕ : direct sum (For sets W1 and W2, ⊕ = {w1 + w2|w1 ∈ W1, w2 ∈ W2}. For a set
W and a function h(·), ⊕ = {w + h(·)|w ∈W}.)
• R(C) : the rank of a matrix C
• x(k;x0,u) : the state reached after k time steps from x0 by applying input u





ODEL predictive control (MPC) has been highlighted and studied for the last few
decades. It is a feedback design technique which determines an input and output
variables by taking into account the current state of a plant and all sorts of constraints
to be fulfilled. More closely, it is a model-based method that through-constrained opti-
mization addresses the trade off between cost and performance, typical of all engineering
designs. On one hand its goal is to find the appropriate control action which minimizes
the given objective functional, i.e., the control effort or input energy. At the same time
the controllers should select a control action steering the states of the plants to the desired
operating condition within reasonable amount of time. In both levels the controller should
consider the constraints on states, input and output variables of systems assumed for the
operation the process. In fact, one of the main advantages of MPC that has allowed wide
adoption in industrial processes is this capability of explicitly dealing with constraints.
Typically the goal in the design of controllers for large-scale systems includes eco-
nomic issues such as cost margins, cost reduction or operation efficiency [86]. Necessity of
a paradigm shift from trajectory tracking to realistic cost optimization has arisen for this
reason. Economic MPC, which we investigate throughout this thesis, is a variant of MPC
to optimize objective functions acquired in actual process operations directly. Therefore
the objective function in economic MPC has a physical meaning in itself or a specific value
to evaluate the performance or profitability of the plant’s operation.
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For this reason the “stage-cost” associated with the underlying optimization prob-
lem may have arbitrary shape and need not be positive definite with respect to any equi-
librium state. The non-positive definite or non-convex forms of stage costs cause several
issues, including potential loss of stability (see [87]) since the positive definiteness of the
cost functional at the equilibrium is a key assumption in standard MPC to enable the
objective function being used for Lyapunov-like analysis of closed-loop stability. To over-
come the technical difficulties linked to the use of non-positive definite costs, a concept
called the rotated cost function was suggested in [13] and developed for closed-loop sta-
bility analysis under the strong duality assumption. More generally, dissipativity is also
adopted to guarantee the closed-loop stability of economic MPC even though strong du-
ality and dissipativity concepts originated from different backgrounds. Recently, thanks
to the development of such tools, (See [5]) both stability and average performance were
analyzed.
Distributed MPC for large-scale systems, consisting of multiple subsystems, has
been investigated in recent years. In contrast to centralized control, in which a single op-
erator determines all the plantwide input for the overall system, in distributed control each
subsystem determines its own control action to achieve the desired goal. The advantage
of distributed MPC is the possibility to distribute the amount of complex computation
from a single operator to multiple subsystems. Demand of control schemes for large scale
systems has arisen since for instance it is useful in the context of power systems or net-
worked chemical processes. Dynamics for models, analysis on properties and simulation
results are specified in [99]. Moreover, using MPC for the control of power systems is
proposed in [45], which suggests MPC as an emergency voltage control scheme. For large
scale systems centralized MPC requires complex computation for the operating unit if
the overall plant consists of a large number of subsystems. This thesis establishes design
scheme for a suboptimal controller based on cooperative MPC since in the systems for
motivation to achieve the most efficient performance over the plantwide system is our key
interest. Therefore we adopt a general model of dynamics that all the subsystems are
strongly coupled through input and states as specified in [1].
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This thesis consists of three parts. The first part is literature review related to
the topic. It addresses theory on distributed systems, MPC, specifically cooperative MPC
and economic MPC so as to introduce their relation for further research. The second part
presents current research by introducing distributed economic MPC for linear systems,
and an application for a consecutive-competitive reaction chemical process. It mainly
focuses on cooperative MPC for linear systems with convex economic objective functions.
It proposes a method to design the controller minimizing the economic objective function
in distributed systems. The last part suggests distributed economic MPC for nonlinear
systems. The discussion is initially devoted to study the case of two subsystems, which
can be implemented by using a property called individual feasibility. We then extend our
discussion to a higher number of subsystems with hierarchical structure of controllers.
The main contributions of this thesis are as follows. First, the implementation of
MPC for linear and nonlinear systems in decentralized manner, which is based on the
iteration of decision makers, is presented. This means that the satisfaction of feasibility
and closed-loop stability is achieved by the suggested controller. This scheme allows to
design a controller for large scale systems by using several number of controllers with weak
computing power. Second, the performance of the operation is investigated especially on
asymptotic average performance. Later, the expansion from two subsystems to more





CONOMIC and distributed MPC are considered important topics in current MPC
research, but they usually have been investigated independently although some
large-scale systems require consideration of economic issues. In the recent paper [10],
however, a direct method to deal with the two MPC scheme simultaneously is proposed
especially motivated by chemical reactions composed of multiple reactors. In this chap-
ter, we briefly review some well-known literature on MPC, and also on economic and
distributed MPC for more detail.
2.1 Model Predictive Control
A milestone survey paper [68] has reviewed the historical background and development of
MPC. As this paper and other literature including [6,23,30,51,88] revealed, the basic goal
of MPC is to approximate the performance of infinite-time optimal control by repeatedly
solving finite-time optimal control problems [27, 32]. In [28], averaged functionals are
adopted to be optimized. For discrete-time systems the procedure required to decide the
input variable for plant operation comprises two stages; first, to obtain the input sequence
from current time to a certain fixed finite time by solving an open-loop control problem
on-line, and then to apply at each sampling time the first element of the input sequence to
the plant. The control action for the current time is henceforth obtained from the solution
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of the optimal control problem, and we repeat this procedure all subsequent sampling
times with respect to the new initial state from the successor state which is determined
by the computed control action at the previous sampling time. Because of this so-called
receding strategy, MPC is also referred to as receding horizon control (RHC) [67,68].
Various ideas have been suggested to design the receding horizon controllers for lin-
ear and nonlinear systems for both time-varying and time-invariant systems. An important
result to point out here is proposed by Michalska in [71] which suggests a dual-mode re-
ceding horizon controller. The dual-mode controller hereby consists of a global controller
and a local controller. The algorithm suggested in this paper is to adopt these two dif-
ferent controllers in each stage of the control strategy. At the primary stage the optimal
controller drives the state into the desired pre-defined terminal set including the set-point
while minimizing the objective function. Once the states are delivered into the set, the
mode changes to the local linear controller whose linear feedback gain is determined off-line
so as to yield a linearized asymptotically stable system. For stability analysis, an impor-
tant property assumed is that the terminal state set should be positive invariant under
the local linear control law. This idea allows to define a suitable control action for times
beyond the finite-time horizon by adopting a linear feedback strategy. Although in [71]
only continuous-time models are concerned, the same idea is also adopted in discrete-time
models including [26].
Conventionally, the research on MPC has meant to suggest an optimization problem
for open-loop optimal control and to investigate the properties of its solution whether it
is in an implicit or explicit form. In the usual setting of problems, a cost is supposed
to be minimized with respect to the constraints composed of systems dynamics, point
wise in time state, input and output constraints, and a terminal set. In most cases these
constraints are hard constraints, which must be satisfied, but some literature including
[102, 103] adopts soft constraints, which increase penalty if they are violated [68]. For
the terminal state, we may first consider a terminal equality constraint with a singleton
terminal set [68]. This setting is most frequently used for terminal state, but as alternative
to this formulation, setting a penalty for the terminal state is another well-known method.
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Terminal penalty is given as the distance from a certain desired state and the terminal
state of the finite horizon optimization. It is worth pointing out, however, that in [29]
stabilization of model predictive control without both of terminal equality constraints or
terminal penalty is also discussed. In some papers, the length of horizon is chosen as an
additional manipulative variables as well as the input of the dynamics [31,70,71].
The robustness issue has been mainly approached within three methods [68]. The
first method is to investigate the inherent robustness of nominal model [61,78]; hence the
controller is designed under the assumption of non-existence of disturbance, and examined
to be still feasible under certain sizes of uncertainty [68]. The second approach is to
consider all the possible realization such as min-max open-loop control [2]. This technique
includes the design of controllers by assuming the maximum uncertainty. Third approach
is to design controllers with on-line optimization and feedback control which is dealt with
in many publications including [52,59,62,65,79,80,94]. Other schemes such as tube MPC
and H∞ MPC were also suggested [59, 62] as well. Tube MPC is a technique to compute
the estimated trajectories which stay within the robustly control invariant sets which
are subsets of control invariant sets for nominal systems [8, 66, 83]. Therefore the robust
MPC is acquired while losing performance. Dynamics for robust MPC are usually given
with either stochastic disturbance variables [9, 19, 36, 38], a set of disturbance [66, 69] or
polyhedral sets for the dynamics matrices (A,B,C) [44,55].
For the implementation aspect, one significant issue related to MPC is real-time
optimization (RTO) since the open-loop optimal control problem has necessarily to be
solved on-line. The goal of the research on this area is to develop a numerical solver which
solves the optimization problem fast and efficient enough to be considered as real-time
compared to the sampling time. For convex cost which is a typical setting for MPC,
literature [7, 76] present mathematical optimization theory in detail. Moreover, we can
also find research articles on RTO especially aiming at the implementation of MPC such
as [12,85]. Recently to enhance the speed of computation, FPGA has been investigated as
well as use of universal CPU [35,40,47]. However, the critical problem in this area is that
the globally optimal solution is still hard to find within the short time period especially if
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the plants are in large-scale, complex or with strong nonlinearity. Even though there are
some method to resolve the complexity [41], the following suboptimal MPC scheme is one
of the answers which are suggested to resolve this technical difficulty.
2.1.1 Suboptimal MPC
If the system is linearly modelled, the cost is convex, or the constraint sets are polyhe-
dral, the optimal open-loop problem can be converted to a convex programme. In such
particular cases, the global solution for the optimal control problem can be obtained nu-
merically on-line or even sometimes explicitly [7], so that the model predictive controller
can be implemented successfully. In most systems in reality, however, we cannot expect
these ideal conditions, hence nonlinear programming may only give local optimal solutions
rather than the global optimum. To resolve this technical difficulty, the concept called
suboptimal control strategy was introduced [64, 71, 95]. The term “suboptimal control”
in MPC literature usually refers to a controller which satisfies feasibility, but may not
necessarily fulfil global optimality [68].
The suboptimal strategy consists of two steps. The first step is to find any feasible
solution at the initial time. At the next sampling time, we generate another feasible input
sequence from a “warm start”, which is initial guess constructed from the input sequence
computed at the previous time, and refine it within a short period of time. The advan-
tage of this method is that we can expect to obtain an improved solution as time passes.
Obviously, if finding the global optimal solution within reasonable time is available, we
seek to find the global optimum. The purpose of suboptimal control is, however, not to
advocate suboptimality, but to permit feasible control as an alternative if achieving global
optimality is inefficient [11, 68]. This restriction is given as a limitation of computation
time or number of iteration [75,101]. Another strategy is to solve an simplified optimiza-
tion problem to approximate the global optimum [101]. In the numerical aspect, the warm
start obtained at the previous time is provided as an initial guess for the numerical solvers.
Therefore, the performance with the warm start generated from the input sequence can
affect the performance. About this issue, in Chapter 10 of [30], the warm start problem
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is addressed by specifying several algorithms, including initial embedded and sensitivity
based optimization. The algorithms rely on the turnpike property which states any solu-
tion for optimal control the states stay a certain period of duration in the neighborhood
of the set-point.
2.2 Economic MPC
Standard MPC, also often referred as tracking MPC, adopts the distance (or a related
quadratic form) between the current state and the set-point as its cost function to min-
imize. Therefore, in order to minimize the sum of stage costs over any time horizon
directly implies that the control action steers the states to the set-point. Some systems,
however, require to optimize some economic cost rather than just drive the state to a
specific destination. The peculiarity of economic MPC is to change the stage cost func-
tional from the distance between a set-point and the current state to a cost with economic
consideration [20].
Feasibility, performance and optimality have been throughly discussed issues in
the research on economic MPC. The optimality analysis, however, does not focus on the
speed of convergence to a certain set-point, or tracking ability of specific trajectories,
and this is why the stage costs adopted are typically different from the positive definite
quadratic form of standard MPC. To enhance the economic performance of the systems,
the optimization process is approached by decomposing it into two levels of optimization.
The first level which determines the best region of operation is obtained by optimizing the
cost functional with respect to the steady state [4]. The solution in the first level, which is
called the best steady-state, is then delivered to the second real-time optimization (RTO)
level, which is implemented with MPC [86]. This layer will operate with the same stage-
cost of the previous layer. Therefore, unlike standard MPC, the stage cost function for
economic MPC is not necessarily minimum at steady-state since the best steady-state is
only the minimum among steady states but not necessarily among all feasible states. Some
different regimes of operation such as cyclic operation are also dealt with in [5] and [39],
but throughout this thesis we only focus on steady-state operation.
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One recent interesting result to point out in economic MPC is that we can always
obtain an asymptotic average cost that is not worse than the cost at the best steady
state [5]. This property means that even if we cannot guarantee the Lyapunov stability
of the best equilibrium, still we are able to operate the plant with a certain generalized
level of performance. On the other hand, for systems requiring closed-loop Lyapunov
stability, a Lyapunov function candidate (defined through the introduction of a suitable
rotated stage cost) is proposed in [13] under some insightful technical assumptions: the
strong duality or a more related notion of dissipativity. The assumptions are needed since
the economic objective functions themselves generally cannot be adopted as a Lyapunov
function candidate for closed-loop stability analysis [5, 13].
Strong duality and dissipativity originated from totally different senses even
thought they look similar. Strong duality property, which originated from optimization
theory, implies that the difference between the solution for the original optimization prob-
lem and the dual problem is zero, so the optimum can be found by solving its dual problem.
Meanwhile, dissipativity is a physical property of certain systems with associated storage
function and a related supply rate [100].
The optimization problem formulated in minimization also can be formulated in the
maximization problem by multiplying a negative constant to the stage cost functional. In
[37], Heidarinejad proposed an economic MPC scheme with the formulation of continuous-
time dynamics and maximization cost function. The method presented in the literature
is to drive states into a set called safe zone, where the sublevel set of derivative of cost
decreases and then to maximize the cost within the region.
For the evaluation of the economic performance, which might be a more important
issue than stability for economic MPC, asymptotic average performance is adequate for
consideration since for most of the systems the operation does not stop at a specific
time [5]. The asymptotic average cost is hereby defined as the limit of the average cost
over infinity [5]. Hence it is a set but not necessarily a singleton. The performance and
stability of averagely constrained systems are analyzed in [73] at the best steady state.
In [5] the Lyapunov-like function and the analysis are presented by suggesting constraint
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sets where the states asymptotically satisfy the constraints.
Like standard MPC, we can also formulate terminal equality constraint and termi-
nal penalty setting to implement economic MPC. It is a well-known property that terminal
cost settings give more versality of the control, hence we expect the performance to im-
prove, although as formal proof of this fact is avoidable. As well as the optimality analysis,
for the closed-loop stability analysis the terminal cost is also established with the Jaco-
bian of the system dynamics with respect to its states and input [3]. In [29], Gru¨ne also
suggested an economic MPC setting without terminal equality constraint neither terminal
penalty. For stability analysis for this setting also adopt the rotated cost with strong
duality or dissipativity.
The competitiveness of periodic operation is motivated by the classic paper [48]
on chemical reactions that states the periodic operation performs better in consecutive
reactions, and a formulation is presented in [5].
Concerning the terminal states some attempts have been made to relax the terminal
constraints. In [16] and [72], the two levels of optimization layers are combined into one
level. In conventional setting, the set-point is computed in the first level optimization,
and it is passed to the MPC as a terminal equality constraint. A generalized terminal
equality constraint is presented in [16] as well as useful properties of the terminal state
and performance as affected by the weights of terminal penalty. In [72] several algorithms
for adoptively adjusting the weighting on the terminal cost are suggested, and the transient
performance resulting from them is also analyzed.
2.3 Distributed MPC
A recent review paper [93] classifies distributed, decentralized and hierarchical control
of large-scale systems. For the operation of large-scale systems, decentralized control
is designed under the assumption that the interaction between subsystems is negligible
[22, 60, 89]. If the interaction is not negligible in real systems, the model mismatch can
lead to sizable error between the models and the actual systems, so the control is not
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reliable. Therefore, for systems with interactions, feasibility, stability and performance
may largely depend on the interaction between its individual subsystems, and we call this
type of model as a distributed model [93].
For distributed models we should take the interactions between the subsystems into
account for the controller design. As specified in the literature including [93] and [88,99],
two types of control are presented: cooperative control and non-cooperative control. The
two types of control strategies are categorized based on whether all the subsystems share
a common objective function to optimize (cooperative control) or each subsystem has
its own objective function (non-cooperative control). The formulation, however, used for
cooperative control is similar to non-cooperative game in usual game theory notation since
the cooperative behaviors in this control strategy only rely on the common objectives but
not the dynamics.
Cooperative MPC is a frequently chosen scheme since MPC can be adopted for
many applications with several components such as chemical reactors or distributed power
generators. Design methodologies for cooperative MPC for linear and nonlinear systems
are suggested in [97] and [98] respectively. The two suggested algorithms for the controllers
are based on the computation of each subsystem, and rely on two assumptions: between
each sampling time each subsystem updates its own information including estimation at
least once, and all the subsystems are synchronized. For cooperative control, convergence
to Pareto optimality, rather than just a Nash equilibria is the ideal goal. Pareto optimality,
or optimum of centralized control, is achieved by a specific structure of linear systems with
weakly coupled states [30, 88, 97]. More in general, only convergence to Nash equilibria
is usually guaranteed for the systems with coupled input constraints [88]. For nonlinear
systems state or input constraints, Newton’s optimization algorithm, for more detail see
[76], is adopted to find the optimum. On this game theory approach in control engineering
is introduced by Rantzer in [84] with respect to several subsystems interact. Literature in
game theory including [81, 84] defines Nash equilibria as the state which each subsystem
cannot improve the plantwide performance without changing other subsystems, whereas
Pareto optimality is the optimal state.
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It is natural to point out that coupled states and inputs also affect feasibility.
In [88], it is stated that feasibility is not necessarily guaranteed in nonlinear systems even
if the states of subsystems are not strongly coupled. For linear systems [88, 97] propose
a strategy that the input for the plantwide system is given as the convex sum of inputs
computed by individual subsystems. Under the convexity assumption on the state and
input constraints, feasibility is preserved for the distributed computation. Unlike linear
systems, for nonlinear distributed systems the sequential update methods of subsystems
have been usually suggested [10,33]. In the algorithms, the input for a single subsystem is
updated at one iteration in the pre-determined order. In contrast to the method in [97],
each subsystem updates its input sequentially with respect to the information of the other
subsystems. To avoid this limitation and to parallelize the computation, an extra system,
called a coordinator, can be added to the plantwide system. The coordinator collects
information on states, estimations and the computations from all subsystems, and to
generate a feasible input for the plant wide systems. Robustness of distributed MPC is
also dealt with in papers such as [90,91].
Some different types of framework for distributed systems are suggested earlier by
many researchers [1, 15, 24, 25, 63] in different manners. [34, 92] deal with state estimation
of linear systems and limited communication among subsystems, respectively. Other lit-
erature also covers distributed control adopting grouping scheme [17, 96]. [17] suggests a
method to group subsystems by specifying the magnitude of DC gains between all the
input and output pairs of subsystems whereas [96] presents the grouping itself with the
definition of group leader.
Furthermore game theoretical approach in control theory has been investigated for
large-scale systems. Some of the control schemes such as [54] seek to acquire Nash equilib-
rium between the subsystem since Pareto optimality is generally difficult to achieve. Nash
equilibria can be acquired by iterations within a sampling period or by the characteris-
tics that the derivative of objective is considered as constant with respect to the input
sequence. Recently, the number of subsystems is expanded to infinite number, and this
area is called mean field games [46].
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2.4 Applications
The continuous stirred-tank reactor (CSTR) is a widely chosen system as an application for
model predictive control, especially economic model predictive control. One of the reasons
why many papers including [5,10,57] try to operate CSTR with MPC is it has rather slow
reaction compared to the sampling time. In [10] the chemical network is dealt with as a
distributed economic model predictive control scheme. Besides chemical reactors, a fuel
cell model and emergence voltage control of power systems are suggested in [42,74] and [45]
respectively. In [56] canal control for water distribution is implemented using distributed
model predictive control as well. Similarly [18] presents the control of irrigation network
in Australia by using distributed control with consensus. Another well-known application
for MPC is building control, which usually optimize electric power consumption with
respect to the varying daily temperature environment [14,58]. Mobile robotic vehicles and
spacecraft controls using MPC are suggested in [21] and [53], respectively. The survey on




Model Predictive Control 1
3.1 Linear distributed systems
W
E assume a discrete-time linear system whose input consists of two components.
Although all arguments can be extended to the case of M components with ease,
we limit ourselves to this case for notational simplicity:






where x ∈ X ⊂ Rn, u1 ∈ U1 ⊂ Rm1 , u2 ∈ U2 ⊂ Rm2 , A ∈ Rn×n, B1 ∈ Rn×m1 and
B2 ∈ Rn×m2 . Notice that distributed systems with two subsystems also can be represented
as in (3.1) since coupled states are included in A. Therefore the subsystems are coupled
through states as well as input.
Throughout this chapter by cooperative we mean that the two controllers u1 and
u2 share a common cost to minimize. That is, we aim to separately design control laws
u1(k) = κ1((x(k)) and u2(k) = κ2(x(k)) which optimize the given cost cooperatively. As a
controller design technique we adopt economic model predictive control which is presented
1Preliminary result of this chapter is presented and published in [49].
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specifically in the next section.
3.2 Economic Model Predictive Control
For systems as expressed in (3.1), pointwise state and input constraints are introduced. If
the following equation and inequality hold for x(·) and input u(·) we denote that (x(·), u(·))
is feasible.
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k)
g(x(k), u(k)) ≤ 0, ∀k ∈ I≥0 (3.2)
We assume that g : X × U1 × U2 → R is a convex function, so any sublevel set is also
convex. From now on we denote U := U1 × U2.
For the systems and constraints we define the following objective function J(·) with




`(x(k), u1(k), u2(k)) (3.3)
Given the convexity of `(·) and linearity of (3.1), we will design a controller which operates
the system at the best admissible steady-state at least asymptotically. The best admissible
steady-state is defined as the solution of the following steady-state optimization problem:
min
x,u
`(x, u) s.t x− (Ax+Bu) = 0, g(x, u) ≤ 0, (3.4)
and the solution (xs, us) is globally unique under the assumption of the strict convexity
of `(·). Convex programming, occasionally quadratic programming, can be adopted to
solve this optimization problem. Note that unlike standard model predictive control,
in economic model predictive control there might exist pairs (x, u) such that `(x, u) ≤
`(xs, us) and g(x, u) ≤ 0 if (x, u) is not itself a steady-state.
Now, to study the issue of feasibility for the optimization problem related to MPC
it is useful to define the following sets.
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Definition 1 (Feasible set). We define feasible set ZN for economic MPC as the set of
(x,u) pairs detailed below:
ZN :=
{
(x0,u) ∈ Rn × RN(m1+m2) | x(0) = x0, x(N) ∈ Xf ,
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k), g(x(k), u(k)) ≤ 0, ∀k ∈ I0:N−1
}
(3.5)
where Xf ⊆ X is a convex and compact control positively invariant set which contains xs
in its interior, and u is a sequence of u(k), k ∈ I≥0 i.e., u = {u(0), u(1), . . . , u(N − 1)}.
The projection of ZN onto X is defined as the set of feasible states.
Definition 2 (Feasible states). XN is called the set of feasible states, and is defined as
follows:
XN := {x|∃u such that (x,u) ∈ ZN )} . (3.6)
For the feasible set ZN we also define sets of feasible control sequences.
Definition 3 (Set of feasible control sequences). For a given feasible state x ∈ XN the set
of feasible control sequence is defined as
UN (x) := {u|(x,u) ∈ ZN}
We introduce the following well-known convexity property of the feasible set without
proof. [88]
Lemma 1. The feasible set ZN is convex.
It is worth pointing out that since there is no termination time in the operation
of real plants, we first solve the optimization problem 3.3 over finite time horizon, then
proceed in a receding horizon manner by shifting forward by one sampling interval the
overall optimization problem at each sampling time as customary in standard MPC.
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3.2.1 Suboptimal MPC
Implementation of distributed MPC strategies through multiple iterations is a process
similar to the computation of centralized MPC through distributed optimization over many
processors. Since MPC is based on the assumption of on-line or real-time implementation
of an optimal solution, the available time for computation is limited. Therefore, although
convexity of the underlying problem could in principle lead to asymptotically convergent
solutions, we allow the implementation of feasible suboptimal control actions instead of
the true optimal control. This, at least, if the optimization is too complex to solve within
the available time.
For the current feasible state x ∈ XN we assume a feasible initial trajectory of inputs
u˜ ∈ UN (x). After iterating several times a certain optimization problem and suitably
updating the best available guess of its optimal solution (this is specified in a later section),
each subsystem generates a new input sequence ui giving rise to improved performance
with respect to the warm start input trajectory which is computed at the previous time-
instant. We inject the first component u(0) of u, which is constructed with u1(0) and u2(0)
to the plant, and the next state arises according to the evolution x(k+1) = Ax(k)+Bu(k).
At the following sampling time we indicate u˜ = {u(1), u(2), . . . , u(N − 1), κf (x(N))} as
a warm start to be transmitted to and to be used as an initial guess by each subsystem.
Notice that the last control move is computed through κf (·), a local controller defined
on Xf , such that κf (xs) = us and rendering Xf positively invariant, viz. f(x, κf (x)) ∈
Xf ∀x ∈ Xf .
3.3 Formulation of centralized and cooperative economic
MPC
Now we introduce the optimization problems associated with centralized and cooperative
MPC so that comparison between the two could serve to clarify the role of each subsystem
in the plantwide system. As stated in the previous section, for the individual subsystems
there exists a shared objective function to optimize, which we define as a sum of stage
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`(x(k), [u1(k), u2(k)]) + Vf (x(N)) (3.7)
where ui = {ui(0), ui(1), . . . , ui(N − 1)}, i ∈ I1:2.
Since in cooperative MPC individual inputs are designed to cooperate (rather than
to compete), we need only the global objective function which is given in (3.7). In case of
non-cooperative MPC, in contrast, each subsystem has its own objective function, which
represents the individual goal.
The main goal of cooperative MPC in this chapter is to design controllers which
guarantee the following conditions:
1. minimization of the plantwide objective function;
2. control of the plantwide system towards the best steady-state;
3. achievement of 1 and 2 by means of decentralized optimization.
However, the generic i-th subsystem only can determine its own input, say ui.
In order to steer the states to the best steady-state and achieve its asymptotic sta-
bilization we adopt two conditions: a terminal equality constraint or a terminal penalty
function. In [3] it is shown that MPC with a terminal cost outperforms (in average) the
best-steady state, and guarantees asymptotic stability under suitable technical assump-
tions. It is also worth pointing out that the optimization problem associated to MPC
with a terminal equality constraint is replaceable with a problem with terminal penalty
function. We introduce both formulations for cooperative economic MPC.
Each subsystem only can adjust its own input, and treats the current and esti-
mated inputs of other subsystems as fixed parameters. We assume that all subsystems
are synchronized in the plantwide system, so all the states and inputs are updated at the
same time.
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3.3.1 MPC with a terminal cost
Now we introduce the optimization problems with a terminal cost for both centralized
and cooperative MPC. With the scheme suggested in [3] enhanced performance as well as
improved robustness with respect to numerical finite precision are expected by relaxing
the somewhat restrictive terminal equality constraint.
Definition 4. The optimization problem we propose to solve for centralized economic
MPC with a terminal cost is stated as follows:
min
u1,u2
V (x,u1,u2) + Vf (x(N)),
subject to x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k), k ∈ I≥0,
g(x(k), u(k)) ≤ 0, k ∈ I0:N−1,
x(0) = x,
x(N) ∈ Xf .
(3.8)
Note that since all input and states are simultaneously considered in the optimiza-
tion problem, centralized MPC aims at the optimal solution over a finite time horizon. In
that respect centralized MPC is used as a reference to evaluate the performance of coop-
erative MPC. Likewise, we introduce the optimization problem for cooperative economic
MPC.
Definition 5. The optimization problem for cooperative economic MPC for subsystem i
with a terminal cost is as follows:
min
ui
V (x,u1,u2) + Vf (x(N)),
subject to x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k), k ∈ I≥0,
g(x(k), u(k)) ≤ 0, k ∈ I0:N−1,
x(0) = x,
x(N) ∈ Xf ,
u3−i = u˜3−i.
(3.9)
where u˜3−i is the current input sequence computed and transmitted by the subsystem 3− i.
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We assume Vf (·) : Xf → R is a convex terminal penalty with Vf (xs) = 0. The
form x′(N)Px(N) + p′x(N) with suitable positive definte matrix P ∈ Rn×n and p ∈ Rn is
suggested as a terminal penalty Vf (x(N)) in [3].
3.3.2 MPC with a terminal equality constraint
The optimization problem for centralized economic MPC with a terminal equality con-
straint x(N) = xs, which is decided through off-line computation (3.4), is also defined as
follows:




V (x,u1,u2) subject to
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k), k ∈ I≥0,




Definition 7. The optimization problem to be solved for cooperative economic MPC by
subsystem i ∈ I1:2 is stated below:
min
ui
V (x,u1,u2) subject to
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k), k ∈ I>0,





where u˜3−i is the current input sequence computed and transmitted by the subsystem 3− i.
Remark 1. These settings (3.10) and (3.11) are a particular cases of the terminal penalty
setting with Vf (·) = 0 and Xf = {xs}. Throughout this thesis we concentrate on the
terminal penalty setting unless the terminal equality constraint setting is necessary to be
dealt with.
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Remark 2. This formulation is considered as a noncooperative game in usual game theory
literature and the Nash equilibrium is adopted for a cooperative game [81]. We, however,
denote it cooperative by following the notion in distributed systems [93] [88] since the
cooperative behavior is based on common objective function instead of the structure.
3.4 Assumptions
This section details the main technical assumptions of our distributed EMPC control
scheme that will allow us to derive the properties. We first assume the following strong
duality condition with economic stage cost function `(x, u) [13].
Assumption 1 (Strong duality). For the plantwide stage cost function `(x, u), there exists
a multiplier λs so that (xs, us) uniquely solves
min
x,u
`(x, u) + [x− (Ax+Bu)]′ λs subject to g(x, u) ≤ 0 (3.12)
Furthermore, there exists a class K∞ function2 and β(·) such that the rotated stage cost
function
L(x, u) := `(x, u) + [x− (Ax+Bu)]′ λs − `(xs, us) (3.13)
satisfies
L(x, u) ≥ β (|x− xs|) (3.14)
for all (x, u) satisfying g(x, u) ≤ 0.
Assumption 2 (Strong convexity). We assume that the stage cost function `(·) is strongly
convex, i.e., for all (x, u) ∈ X× U, there exists  > 0 such that `(·) satisfies
∇2(x,u)`(x, u)  I (3.15)
where  and I denote the positive definiteness and an identity matrix, respectively.
The strong duality and strong convexity of objective functions guarantee both ex-
istence and uniqueness of the optimal solution [7]. We denote the unique solution from
2A scalar continuous function β, defined for r ∈ [0, a) is said to belong to class K if it is strictly increasing
and β(0) = 0. It is said to belong to class K∞ if it defined for all r ≥ 0 and β(r)→∞ as r →∞ [43].
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the current state x and the assigned input sequence of the other subsystem uj as
u∗i (x,uj) := arg minui
V (x,ui,uj) (3.16)
where i, j ∈ I1:2 and i 6= j.
To establish economic MPC with terminal penalty we introduce the following as-
sumptions as well [3].
Assumption 3 (Stability assumption). There exist a compact terminal region Xf ⊆ X,
containing the point xs in its interior, and a control law κf (x(N)) ∈ Rn×(m1+m2), such
that the following holds
Vf (Ax+Bκf (x(N))) ≤ Vf (x)− L(x, κf (x(N))), ∀x ∈ Xf . (3.17)
3.5 Asymptotic Average Constraints
In [5] asymptotic average is defined in terms of a set which is given by:
Av[v] =
{








The set of asymptotic averages is nonempty for bounded sequences v(·), and is not neces-
sarily a singleton.
In particular, the asymptotic average of `(·, ·) can be adopted to evaluate the per-
formance of MPC while the following asymptotic average of output is defined to impose
operational constraint is on the systems evolution. For output y = h(x, u), the set of
polyhedral average constraints proposed in [5, 73] is as follows:
Y = {y ∈ Rp : Hy − b ≤ 0}
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With the notations and under suitable assumptions we can derive the average asymptotic
performance no worse than the cost at the best steady state:
Av[`(x, u)] ⊆ (−∞, `(xs, us)].
In [5,73] the method to satisfy the additional constraints is suggested by recursively
solving the optimization problem with respect to:
Yt+1 = Yt ⊕ Y⊕ Y¯(t)⊕ (−h(x(t), u(t))) ,
Y0 = NY+ Y00
where Y00 is an arbitrary compact set which contains origin as its interior point. Here we
assume that h(·) is convex. Y¯(t) is a compact set which satisfies the following properties
[73]:
Assumption 4. For each t ∈ R+, the set Y¯(t) is such that h(x, κf (x)) ∈ Y⊕ Y¯(t) for all
x ∈ Xf (t).




We can now formulate the constraint for the optimization problem as follows:
N−1∑
k=0
h(x(k), u(k)) ∈ Yt. (3.19)
Therefore, by supplying the constraints above (3.19) to the equations (3.8) and
(3.9), we propose the optimization problem, which can be solved by convex programmming,
for implementation of centralized and cooperative economic MPC with asymptotic average
constraints.
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Definition 8 (Centralized EMPC with average constraints).
min
u1,u2
V (x(t),u1,u2) + Vf (x(N)) subject to
x(k + 1|t) = Ax(k|t) +Bu(k|t), k ∈ I≥0,
g(x(k|t), u(k|t)) ≤ 0, k ∈ I0:N−1,
N−1∑
k=0
h(x(k|t), u(k|t)) ∈ Yt,
x(0|t) = x(t),
x(N |t) ∈ Xf .
(3.20)
Definition 9 (Distributed EMPC with average constraints).
min
ui
V (x(t),u1,u2) + Vf (x(N |t)) subject to
x(k + 1|t) = Ax(k|t) +Bu(k|t), k ∈ I>0,
g(x(k|t), u(k|t)) ≤ 0, k ∈ I0:N−1,
N−1∑
k=0
h(x(k|t), ui(k|t), u3−i(k|t)) ∈ Yt,
x(0|t) = x(t),
x(N |t) ∈ Xf ,
u3−i = u˜3−i.
(3.21)
where u˜3−i is the current input sequence computed and transmitted by the subsystem 3− i.
Note that if the problem is convex, the solution can be obtained by convex pro-
gramming. Otherwise we can adopt a local optimum.
3.6 Stability
For standard MPC using the cost-to-go as a Lyapunov candidate function is a well-known
technique to guarantee the closed-loop stability of equilibria both for the case of terminal
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penalty functions and of terminal equality constraint [88]. In our notation we have:
W (x) := min
u
V (x,u) + Vf (x(N)),
subject to x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k), k ∈ I>0,
g(x(k), u(k)) ≤ 0, k ∈ I0:N−1, (3.22)
x(0) = x,
x(N) = xs.
In standard MPC scheme, the assumption 0 = `(xs, us) ≤ `(x, u) is fulfilled, and this
implies 0 = W (xs) ≤ W (x) holds for all feasible states. Moreover, along solutions of the
closed-loop systems the following inequality holds [68,88]:
W (x(k + 1))−W (x(k)) ≤ `(xs, us)− `(x(k), u(k)). (3.23)
The combined latter inequalities imply W (x(k + 1)) ≤W (x(k)), viz. the monotonicity of
the cost-to-go function, evaluated along solutions of closed-loop systems. The monotonic-
ity is important for the proof of asymptotic stability since the cost-to-go function can be
used as a Lyapunov function candidate under mild additional technical conditions.
In economic MPC, the inequality (3.23) does hold, but on the other hand `(xs, us) <
`(x, u) need not be fulfilled, so Lyapunov-like analysis tools are not generally available.
However, in spite of the loss of monotonicity, in economic MPC of linear systems subject
to strict convex cost functionals and convex constraints, xs turns out to be asymptotically
stable with the same basin of attraction of standard MPC. A proof based on convexity
arguments was shown in [87], and a different proof based on Lyapunov argument was
recently derived in [13].
The performance of nonlinear economic MPC was later analyzed in [4], [3]. The
main result is that for a feasible initial state x ∈ XN a closed-loop system has an asymptotic
average performance no worse than that of the best feasible steady state, (xs, us). This
happens regardless of convergence to this steady-state.
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It is worth pointing out that the key technical step in the proof of both the stability
and performance results is the realization that:
V (x,u∗) ≤ V (x, u˜), (3.24)
that is, the fact that the (centralized) optimizer yields a solution that is at least as good
as the ‘warm start’ obtained by shifting the feasible solution coming from the previous
sample time. In this respect, notice that also cooperative economic MPC can guarantee
these same properties even if we do not allow of the optimization iterates to converge to
the optimal solution. This is further discussed in the next Section.
3.7 Results
We now suggest a controller based on the iteration of each subsystem to implement co-
operative MPC, and show how it works in a plantwide system. The iteration for finding

















α1 + α2 = 1, α1, α2 ≥ 0 (3.27)
in which u∗1(·) and u∗2(·) are defined in (3.16) for current state x and iterates up. If we
















This iteration and the convex sum of u1 and u2 result in the following feasibility and
convergence lemmas directly.
Lemma 2 (Feasibility). Let (x,up) be a feasible state-input pair, viz. (x,up) ∈ ZN ,
respectively, for some p ∈ I≥0. Then the pair obtained from the same current state and
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the next input iterate as specified in (3.28) is also feasible. That is,
(x,up+1) ∈ ZN . (3.29)
Proof. Let (x,up) be feasible. We want to show that if (x,up) ∈ ZN , then (x,up+1) ∈ ZN .
Since the feasible set ZN is convex from lemma 1, any convex combination of states and
input sequence in ZN also belong to the set.


























in which α1 > 0, α2 > 0, and α1 + α2 = 1.
Proposition 1. Herein we show the asymptotic average constraints hold over iterations if
Hh(·) is convex. For ∑N−1k=0 Hh(x1(k), u1(k))−Nb ≤ 0, ∑N−1k=0 Hh(x2(k), u2(k))−Nb ≤ 0,
and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 we have
N−1∑
k=0




(Hh(x1(k), u1(k))−Nb) + (1− α)
N−1∑
k=0
(Hh(x2(k), u2(k))−Nb) ≤ 0 (3.34)
which shows that the average constraints are satisfied with convex sum. Thus, the iteration
conserves the feasibility for asymptotic average constraints.
Lemma 3 (Convergence). The sequence of cost function V (x,up) + Vf (x
p(N)) is non-
increasing and convergent as p→∞.
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Proof. First, we prove the result for the case of terminal equality constraint. Since u∗i is

















































The last equality follows from α1 + α2 = 1. Because V (·) is monotonically decreasing
and bounded below, it converges [97]. We consider next the case of cooperative economic
MPC with terminal penalty function. To this end let us denote by x(N |x(0) = x,u) the
response at time N , from initial condition x and input sequence u. Having this notation
in mind we let:
xp(N) := x(N, x(0) = x,up), (3.37)
xp1(N) := x




































for all p ≥ 0. Monotonicity of V + Vf follows according to:




























= V (x,up) + Vf (x
p(N)).
(3.42)
This concludes the proof of the Lemma.
Lemma 4 (Optimality). In addition to the convergence property in Lemma 3, the iteration
(up1,u
p
2) specified in (3.25),(3.26) converges to the set of Nash equilibria as p→∞.
Proof. First, we consider the case of a terminal equality constraint. From lemma 3, the
cost converges, say to V¯ . Since the sublevel sets lev≤aV (x,u) := {(x,u)|Vc(x,u) ≤ a}
are compact and bounded for all a, all iterates up belong to the compact sublevel set
lev≤V (x,u0)V (·), so there is at least one accumulation point in it. Choose a subsequence
P ⊂ {1, 2, 3, . . .} such that {up}p∈P converges to u¯ = [u¯T1 , u¯T2 ]T , an arbitrary accumulation
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point. Clearly limp→∞ V (x,up) = V¯ , and by continuity of V (·),
V (x(0), u¯) = lim
p∈P,p→∞
V (x(0),up) = V¯ . (3.43)












1)) = V¯ .
(3.44)
Moreover, due to strong convexity of `(·), and convexity and compactness of the feasible
set, the minimizers u?i (x,uj) are attained at some unique point and depend continuously
on uj . Thus:
V (x, u¯1, u¯2) = V (x, u¯
∗
1(u¯2), u¯2) = V (x, u¯1, u¯
∗
2(u¯1)). (3.45)
This shows that u¯ is a Nash equilibrium. Since u¯ is an arbitrary accumulation point of
the sequence {up}, and the sequence is confined to a compact set, the whole sequence
converges to the set of Nash equilibria.
Next, we consider the case of terminal penalty functions. Suppose that Vc(x,u
p) :=
V (x,up) + Vf (x
p(N)) also converges to V¯ as from Lemma 3. The sublevel sets
lev≤u0Vc(x,u) are compact and bounded, hence we can derive the same argument men-
tioned above for the proof. For the compact and bounded sublevel set lev≤Vc(x,u0)Vc(·),
choose an arbitrary subsequence Pp ⊂ {1, 2, 3, . . .} such that {up}p∈Pp converges to an
arbitrary accumulation point u¯. From limp→∞ V (x,up) = V¯ and continuity of Vc(·) we
see that
Vc(x, u¯) = lim
p∈Pp,p→∞
Vc(x(0),u
p) = V¯ . (3.46)


















1)) = V¯ . (3.48)
By continuity of u¯∗i we conclude:
Vc(x, u¯1, u¯2) = Vc(x, u¯
∗




which shows u¯ is a Nash equilibrium. Here, u¯ is also an arbitrary accumulation point of
the sequence {up}. Therefore, {up} is confined to a compact set, hence the whole sequence
converges to the set of Nash equilibrium.
Remark 3. The definition of Nash equlibrium in [84] can be adopted with our notation
as follows:
Definition 10 (Nash equilibrium). A Nash equilibrium of the game is a set of strategies
uˆ := (uˆ1, . . . , uˆi) such that
V (x, uˆ) ≤ V (x, uˆ1, . . . , uˆj−1,uj , uˆj+1, . . . , uˆi) for all uj .
Note that Nash equilibrium implies that performance of the plantwide system cannot
be improved by any single subsystem once input sequences of all other subsystems fixed at
these equilibrium values.
Remark 4. In [97] the convergence to a Pareto (centralized) optimality in tracking MPC
is proved with a particular decoupled structure of systems and constraints. However, if
these assumptions are removed, the Pareto optimality of cooperative distributed economic
MPC cannot be guaranteed.





V˜f (x) := Vf (x) + λ




L(x(k), u(k)) + V˜f (x(N)) = V˜ (x,u) + V˜f (x(N)) (3.52)
The closed-loop stability of the decentralized suboptimal cooperative scheme will be dis-
cussed below. Let a given input sequence u = [u1,u2] denote by u˜1 and u˜2 the following
sequences:
u˜1 = (u1(1), u1(2), . . . , u1(N − 1), κf1(x(N)))
u˜2 = (u2(1), u2(2), . . . , u2(N − 1), κf2(x(N))) ,
(3.53)
where κf (x) := [κf1(x)
′ κf2(x)′]′ satisfies Assumption 3. In the terminal equality formu-
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lation, we can simply set the warm start as [κf1(x)
′ κf2(x)′] = u′s. This warm start is
updated at the preceding time in the subsystems i, and applied to the plantwide system.
We represent the outcome of p-th iteration in (3.28) (starting from a warm start u˜1 and
u˜2) by h
p
1(·) and hp2(·):eding time in the subsystems i, and applied to the plantwide system.



























Theorem 1 (Stability). Given the linear system (3.1) and any number p ≥ 1 of iterations,
the equilibrium xs, which satisfies the steady-state condition (3.4), is asymptotically stable
on the set of feasible states XN for the distributed closed-loop system (3.55).
Proof. From the definition of V˜ (·) in (3.50) and Assumption 1, we can directly derive








= L(xs, us)− L(x(0), u(0)) = −L(x, u)
≤ −β(|x− xs|)
(3.57)
The second equality holds since L(·) is uniquely minimized by (xs, us), and by assumption
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its optimal value is zero. Using this result and applying the controllers in (3.55) gives
V˜ (x+,u+)− V˜ (x,u) ≤ −L(x, u) ≤ −β(|x− xs|) (3.58)
We also have for all x ∈ XN and all u ∈ UN (x),
β(|x− xs|) ≤ V˜ (x,u) ≤ α(|x− xs|) (3.59)
in which α is a K∞ function (α(·) := (|λs|+LlLF )(·)+Ll(1+LF )γ(·), which is established
in the Appendix of [13]). Hence the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable with XN
as a region of attraction.
Next we deal with the case of terminal penalty functions. The definition of V˜p(·)
in (3.52) and Assumption 3 directly gives rise to:
V˜p(x







L(x(k), u(k)) + V˜f (Ax(N) +Bκf (x(N)))− V˜f (x(N))
= L(x(N), κf (x(N))− L(x(0), u(0)) + V˜f (Ax(N) +Bκf (x(N)))− V˜f (x(N))
≤− L(x, u) ≤ −β(|x− xs|).
(3.60)
From the strong duality assumption of L(·) the second equality holds, and by assumption
the minimum value of L(·) is zero. Using this result and applying the controllers in (3.55)
gives
V˜p(x
+,u+)− V˜p(x,u) ≤ −L(x, u) ≤ −β(|x− xs|) (3.61)
We also have for all x ∈ XN
β(|x− xs|) ≤ V˜p(x,u) ≤ β¯(|x− xs|) (3.62)
with a class K function β¯(·) [3]. Hence the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable
with XN as a region of attraction.
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3.7.1 Initialization
To initialize the systems at the beginning of operations we should decide a feasible, not
necessarily optimal, input sequence. This sequence is to be supplied as an initial guess for
the numerical optimizer and may affect the performance of the suboptimal controller in
general. One possible choice for the initial guess is to solve a simple centralized feasibility
optimization problem.
u0 := arg min
u0
0 subject to the same constraints of (3.20).
The other method to determine the initial guess is to solve an optimization problem to
minimize the distance between the prediction and the best steady state. The detail is
specified in Appendix A.
3.7.2 M−subsystems
In this section, we expand the properties for two subsystems to those of M subsystems.
For M subsystems the plantwide variables are defined as follows:
x =
[









V (x(t),u) + Vf (x(N |t)) subject to
x(k + 1|t) = Ax(k|t) +
M∑
i=1
Biui(k|t), k ∈ I0:N−1
g(x(k|t), [u1(k|t), . . . , uM (k|t)]) ≤ 0, k ∈ I0:N−1
N−1∑
k=0
h(x(k|t), [u1(k|t), . . . , uM (k|t)) ∈ Yt
x(0|t) = x(t)
x(N |t) ∈ Xf .
(3.63)
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where V (x,u) =
∑N−1
k=0 `(x(k), u(k)), (xs, us) is the unique solution of steady-state prob-
lem min(x,u):x=Ax+
∑M
i=1Biui,g(x(k),u(k))≤0 `(x, u). If we set u
∗
i := arg minui V (x0,u), the






up1 . . . u
∗







i=1 αi = 1, αi ≥ 0, i ∈ I1:M .
After p¯ iterations we set u← up¯ and inject u(0) into the plant. The warm start is
generated as follows.
u˜i(t) = {ui(1|t), . . . , ui(N − 1|t), κi(x(N |t))}
in which κf (x(N |t)) is a local controller. Similarly to the two-subsystem case, for the
terminal equality constraint setting κf (x(N |t)) = xs,i, where xs,i is the corresponding
component of us for subsystem i. Generalizing Assumption 1 to all i ∈ I1:M , we find the
monotonic decreasing of rotated object function gives the stability of M subsystems with
the same method for two subsystems.
3.8 An example: consecutive-competitive reactions
Consider the control of a nonlinear isothermal chemical reactor with consecutive-
competitive reactions [48]. This type of chemical network is frequently encountered in
industrial processes. In the simple case of two reactions we have the following structure:
P0 +B → P1
P1 +B → P2.
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where P1 is the desirable product whose production should be maximized. The dynamics
for dimensionless mass balances for this problem are:
x˙1 = u1 − x1 − σ1x1x2 (3.64)
x˙2 = u2 − x2 − σ1x2x2 − σ2x2x3 (3.65)
x˙3 = −x3 + σ1x1x2 − σ2x2x3 (3.66)
x˙4 = −x4 + σ2x2x3 (3.67)
where x1, x2, x3 and x4 are the concentrations of P0, B, P1 and P2 respectively, while the
manipulated variables u1 and u2 represent the inflow rates of P0 and B. The parameters
σ1 and σ2 are 1 and 0.4. We limit the asymptotic time average of u1 to be constrained
between 0 and 1. This is defined, for a vector-valued signal v(·) as:
Av[v(·)] =
{







Therefore we operate the system with the additional constraint that is needed in order to
enforce:
Av[u1] ⊆ [0, 1], (3.69)
as proposed in [5].
The objective of this system is to maximize the average amount of P1 in the
eﬄuent flow for a maximum inflow rate. This objective can be achieved by denot-
ing maxk≥0
∑
x3(k) or equivalently mink≥0
∑−x3(k). In our minimization formulation
`(x, u) = −x3 is adequate as a stage cost function. The solution for the steady-state op-
timization problem (3.4) is xs = [ 0.3874 1.5811 0.3752 0.2374 ]
′, us = [ 1 2.4310 ]′.
Below we investigate by means of simulations, the performance of distributed MPC as
well as the impact of linearization on a non-linear system which would otherwise not fulfill
the dissipativity or strong-duality assumptions needed for convergence of economic MPC.
The dynamics is linearized at (xs, us), and then discretized with Ts = 0.1 using the zero
order hold so that the state and input are piecewise constant across the time step. The
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linearized system is stated as:
δ+x = Aδx +B1δu1 +B2δu2 (3.70)
where A =

0.7750 −0.0316 0.0010 0
−0.1330 0.8594 −0.0540 0
0.1267 0.0177 0.8488 0










−0.0031 0.0861 0.0017 0.0014
]′
, (3.73)
δx := x − xs and δu = [δ′u1 δ′u2]′ := u − us. An upper bound 10 is also forced to u1(t) as
well as the average constraints of 1. We specify the simulation results on both the case of
a terminal equality constraint and a terminal penalty function.
The asymptotic average constraint given in terms of u1 is also applied to δu1, hence
we have δu1 ∈ Y := {y| − 1 ≤ y ≤ 0}. Furthermore, all the magnitude of the eigenvalues
of A is between 0 and 1, the local controller κf (δx(N |t)) can be identically [0 0]′, which
satisfies h(δx, κf (δx)) = [0 0]
′ ∈ Y for all x ∈ Xf = X := {δx|δx + xs ∈ R4+}. Therefore we
can possibly choose Y¯ as {0} from the result of [5, 73].
Since the stage cost function is not strongly convex, we add the state and input
penalty, varied with Q = 0.001I and R = 0.001I, to the original stage cost function:












The additional terms stabilize the state and input, and provide strong convexity to the
stage cost function. We choose the terminal cost form of Vf (x(N)) = x
′(N)Px(N)+p′x(N)
with the procedure established in [3]. With the parameters specified, P and p are computed




0.6936 0.0058 0.1975 0.0871
0.0058 0.6682 0.0402 0.0441
0.1975 0.0402 1.8492 0.5485
0.0871 0.0441 0.5485 2.7456

, (3.75)
p = [ 3.0187 1.6107 0.6607 0.6666 ]
′. (3.76)
The system is first initialized at the best steady-state (xs, us) of the original nonlinear
system, which corresponds to the origin of the linearized system. We perform this opti-
mization to test the suboptimality of the zero equilibrium for the linearized model. In fact,
due to linearization, the best steady-state may fail to be the same for the linearized model
and this in turn compromises the strong-duality assumption. A constant zero input during
the time horizon N = 100 is used as the initial guess for the solver IPOPT. To evaluate
the discrepancy between the ideal scenario of a strongly-dual best equilibrium with the
situation induced by model-plant mismatch introduced by linearization we compare the
open-loop results between the average performance of economic MPC and tracking MPC,








where Q := αQI and R := αRI for nonnegative constants αQ and αR.
Remark 5. Both open-loop and closed-loop performance supposed to be evaluated for the
infinite time. However, since it is impossible to run the simulation for the infinite time
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Closed-loop:
1









in which t is the current time.
Table 3.1 shows that there is a negligible apparent performance enhancement of the
open-loop simulation (due to the convexification of the cost and the drift from the optimal
equilibrium) when (0, 0) is the initial state, if compared to the average outflow rate at the
setpoint 0.3752 which is clearly the optimal solution of the tracking MPC. One can see
that distributed control has a tendency to be convergent to the centralized economic MPC







Tracking p = 5 0.3752
p = 1 0.3753
p = 5 0.3754
Table 3.1: Open-loop average profit with a terminal equality constraint
Next, we initialize the system at a non-equilibrium state. Since the eigenvalues
of A are between 0 and 1 for any initial state the input sequence of zeros stabilizes the
system with a sufficiently long horizon N . This sequence is adopted as an initial guess for
the solver. The simulation result in Table 3.3 shows the convergence and improvement of
performance performed by distributed control over iterations.
The performance of terminal cost formulation for initial state (x0 :=
(0.9706, 0.9572, 0.4854, 0.8003)) is given in Table 3.4. As stated previously, MPC with
a terminal cost outperforms MPC with a terminal equality constraint. Improvement of
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Case Economic profit
Centralized Economic MPC 0.4078
Distributed
p = 1 0.3942
p = 5 0.4053






Tracking p = 5 0.3913
p = 1 0.4041
p = 5 0.4042
Table 3.3: Open-loop average profit with a terminal equality constraint for some
non-equilibrium initial state
performance also shows up over iterations.
The closed-loop simulation of the same model with the horizon N = 50 and the
setpoint (0, 0) is conducted. As usual, if the setpoint is not sufficiently close to (0, 0) the
predictions computed through the linearized model by the optimizer do not match with
original nonlinear dynamics used for state updates. Also, notice that for the linearized
systems the origin (0, 0) fails to be the best steady state (xs, us), hence the strong duality
assumption in fact does not hold at such equilibrium, but only, possibly at a nearby
one. The same cost functionals in the open-loop simulation are adopted here. Even




k=0 −x3(k|t) where t = 100 is the current time. The average performance
and transient profit, which is defined in [5] as
∑∞
k=0 `(x(k), u(k))− `(xs, us), results are
shown in Table 3.5 and 3.6. We do not present the transient profit for purely economic
cost on tables since transient profit is not expected to be finite for the economic cost
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Case Economic profit
Centralized Economic MPC 0.4367
Distributed
p = 1 0.4231
p = 5 0.4342
Table 3.4: Open-loop average profit with a terminal cost at some non-equilibrium
initial state
even in this simulation the steady state is an asymptotically stable equilibrium. This
asymptotic stability occurs because the system itself is already stable with zero input. As
solutions appear to be converging to equilibrium, it is more interesting to compare transient
performances, as average performance values are bound to converge to the corresponding
equilibrium values. The simulations of the system are shown in figure 3.1 and 3.2. In the
figures, after t = 100 the input and states are predicted or virtual ones.
The performance of the system operated by economic MPC with −δx3 as a cost
functional is better than that of standard MPC. Moreover, comparing the performance
of standard MPC in the cases of Q = 0.01I and Q = I, the first case outperforms. This
is caused by the ratio of the constants multiplied to the matrices Q and R since with
Q = 0.01I and R = 10I we expect input sequence is minimized more rather than the
states.
3.9 Conclusions
In this chapter, we suggested a cooperative MPC scheme for economic optimization which
achieves a suboptimal performance. For linear systems with convex constraints and
strongly convex objectives, the convex sum of solutions which are separately computed
by the subsystems guarantees feasibility, optimality and stability. We also dealt with the
steady-state operation of consecutive-competitive reactions as an example.
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Figure 3.1: Closed-loop control with a terminal equality constraint












































































Figure 3.2: Closed-loop control with a terminal penalty
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Case: Centralized Avg cost Transient profit
Purely Economic 0.3947 -
Q = 0.01I, R = 10I 0.3946 0.0350
Q = R = I 0.3891 2.9948
Case: Distributed Avg cost Transient profit
Economic
p = 1 0.3947 -
p = 5 0.3947 -
Q = 0.01I, R = 10I
p = 1 0.3901 2.1928
p = 5 0.3923 0.2275
Q = R = I
p = 1 0.3865 3.1215
p = 5 0.3879 3.0051
Table 3.5: Average cost with a terminal equality constraint
Case: Centralized Avg cost Transient profit
Purely Economic 0.4160 -
Q = 0.01I, R = 10I 0.3946 0.0425
Case: Distributed Avg cost Transient profit
Economic
p = 1 0.4145 -
p = 5 0.4160 -
Q = 0.01I, R = 10I
p = 1 0.3923 2.0565
p = 5 0.3945 0.3960




Model Predictive Control 1
4.1 Economic MPC for distributed nonlinear model
4.1.1 Distributed nonlinear model
W
E assume a discrete-time nonlinear system which is governed by the following
equation:
x+ = f(x, u) (4.1)
where x ∈ X ⊂ Rn and the control input u ∈ U ⊂ Rm is partitioned as u = (u1, . . . , uM )
for some positive integer M . We also assume that for every i ∈ I1:M , ui ∈ Ui ⊂ Rmi and
m1 +m2 + . . .+mM = m. We assume that the states of all the subsystems are broadcasted
to all controllers, so it is possible to design state-feedback controllers. Therefore we are
to divide an input for a system into small size of inputs for decentralized computation,
or to make each subsystem decide its own input by itself with respect to the information
delivered from other subsystems and system dynamics.
1Preliminary result of this chapter is presented and published in [50].
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4.1.2 Economic model predictive control
For a nonnegative stage cost function `(·) the plant-wide performance index to optimize
is as follows: ∑
k≥0
`(x(k), u(k)). (4.2)
The pointwise-in-time constraints with a compact set C of suitable dimensions for plant
operation are given by:
(x(k), u(k)) ∈ C, ∀k ∈ I≥0. (4.3)
The best steady-state solution is therefore the pair (xs, us) which satisfies
(xs, us) = argmin
(x,u)∈C:x=f(x,u)
`(x, u). (4.4)
For the sake of simplicity throughout this thesis we assume (xs, us) to be unique, although
this assumption can normally be removed with some extra-care such as adding a term
d((x, u), (xs, us)). Now we define the objective function to be optimized over a sufficiently





in which u = [u(0), . . . , u(N − 1)], x+ = f(x, u) and x(0) = x0. In addition to this cost
function we supply a terminal cost Vf (·) which is continuous on Xf , a terminal set. Then,
the so called Centralized Economic Model Predictive Control is the feedback law that is
obtained by repeatedly solving the following optimization problems on-line:
min
v
V (x0,v) + Vf (z(N))
subject to(z(k), v(k)) ∈ C, ∀k ∈ I0:N−1
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in which Xf is the set of terminal state and by v∗ we denote the optimal solution. As a
control policy, which gives asymptotic performance at least as good as that of the best
equilibrium point, we apply the first element of v∗ to the plant (4.1). That is:
u(t) = v∗(0) (4.7)
The state x(t) is called feasible if the centralized control problem (4.6) admits a
feasible solution.
Remark 6. MPC with the terminal equality constraint setting is also a well-known method
to implement, but it can be regarded as a particular case of this setting with Xf = {xs}
and Vf (·) = 0. In this thesis we consider the setting only when it is necessary.
4.1.3 Definitions and Assumptions
Definition 11 (Feasible set for nonlinear systems). The feasible set ZN is the set of (x0,u)
pairs defined as follows:
ZN =
{
(x0,u) ∈ Rn × RNm : x(0) = x0, x(N) ∈ Xf ,




The set of admissible states XN is then defined as XN = {x|∃u s.t (x,u) ∈ ZN}.
We assume the forward invariance of XN under (4.7), so x ∈ XN implies f(x, v∗(0)) ∈ XN .
The following continuity assumption is introduced in [3], and is a important prop-
erty to analysis the performance.
Assumption 6 (Continuity of cost and system). The functions `(·) and f(·) are contin-
uous on C. The terminal cost function Vf (·) is continuous on Xf .
Remark 7. The terminal penalty, or terminal cost, is usually increasing as x(N) gets far
from xs. In [3] the system can be stabilized by adopting a terminal penalty given by:
Vf (x) = p
′x(N) + x′(N)Px(N),
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for suitable values of P = P ′ ∈ Rn×n and p ∈ Rn.
For further procedure, the following assumptions are necessary to implement the
distributed controller.
Assumption 7 (Lipschitz Continuity). Both f(x, u) and `(x, u) are locally Lipschitz, so
there always exist constants Lf and L` which satisfy
|f(x, u)− f(x0, u0)| ≤ Lf |(x, u)− (x0, u0)| ,
|`(x, u)− `(x0, u0)| ≤ L` |(x, u)− (x0, u0)| .
for all (x, u) ∈ X× U.
Assumption 8 (Weak Controllability). There exists a K∞-function γ(·) such that for
every x ∈ XN , there exists u such that (x,u) ∈ ZN and
N−1∑
k=0
|uk − us| ≤ γ (|x− xs|).
This condition is weaker than controllability assumption, but bounds the total cost
of steering x to the terminal set Xf .A Lyapunov stability analysis is suggested in [13] under
the strong duality assumption with rotated cost function for MPC with an economic stage
cost function `(·). We state the same assumption and rotated cost function here to proceed
our discussion.
Definition 12 (Strictly dissipative system). The system x+ = f(x, u) is strictly dissipative
with respect to the supply rate s : X× U→ R if there exists a storage function λ : X→ R
and a positive definite function ρ : X→ R≥0
λ(f(x, u))− λ(x) ≤ −ρ(x− xs) + s(x, u)
The following assumptions are introduced in [5] to analyze closed-loop stability of
economic MPC and are appropriate to our subsequent discussion..
Assumption 9 (Strict dissipativity). The system x+ = f(x, u) is strictly dissipative with
respect to the supply rate s(x, u) := `(x, u)− `(xs, us) and storage function λ(·).
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Assumption 10 (Stability assumption). There exists a compact terminal region Xf ⊆ X,
containing the point xs in its interior, and control law κf : Xf → U, such that the following
inequality holds
Vf (f(x, κ(x)) ≤ Vf (x)− `(x, κf (x)) + `(xs, us), ∀x ∈ Xf . (4.9)
Assumption 11. The storage function λ(·) is continuous on XN .
Assumption 12 (Invariance). The terminal state set is invariant under control law κf (·),
i.e, there exists a κf (·) such that for any state x ∈ Xf , f(x, κf (x)) ∈ Xf .
The following rotated stage cost and the rotated terminal cost in the region (x, u) ∈
C are defined for closed-loop stability analysis in [4, 5].
L(x, u) := `(x, u) + λ(x)− λ(f(x, u))− `(xs, us) (4.10)




L(x(k), u(k)) + V¯f (x(N)). (4.12)
4.1.4 Cooperative control
We propose a new way to implement a decentralized iteration for the computation of
the control action. Our goal is to design a cooperative MPC, whose subsystems have a
common objective function, so that they seek to optimize the common objective function
while satisfying state and input constraints without a central coordinator. By letting up
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For the update of individual components of up, it is necessary to define u∗i for subsystems
i ∈ {1, 2}:
u∗i
(




V (z,v) + Vf (z(N)) subject to
z+ = f(z, v),
(z(k), v(k)) ∈ C, ∀k ∈ I0:N−1,
z(0) = x(t),
z(N) ∈ Xf ,
vj = uj j ∈ {1, . . . , i− 1, i+ 1, . . . ,M}.
(4.14)
We first limit our discussion to the case M = 2, which means a system with
two subsystems, then expand our discussion to more general cases. Extensions to higher
number of subsystems are possible in the form of gossiping-type iterations in a hierarchical
structure. In other words, the fact that only two controllers update their current virtual
control value at any given iteration is crucial to the results proposed in the present note.
This departs from the algorithm developed in the linear case where convexity allows to
easily take into account multiple subsystems.
Definition 13 (Individually feasible). The pair (x,u) is called individually feasible if
there exist control vj j = {1, 2} such that
(x, (v1,u2)) ∈ ZN and (x, (u1,v2)) ∈ ZN .
This property implies the capability of improvement by any controllers. The itera-






 := h(up). (4.15)
For the sake of simplicity we dropped dependence of the optimal solution on the current
state. The following lemma shows that feasibility of computed control actions is preserved
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for all p-th iterates.
Lemma 5. For an individually feasible input sequence and state pair (x,u0), all iterates
(x,up) in (4.15) are also individually feasible for any nonnegative integer p.
Proof. Suppose that a state and input sequence pair (x, (up1,u
p







1) are well defined. From the iteration (4.15) and the defini-
tion of u∗i (·) in (4.14), for any given pair (up+11 ,up+12 ) there exist v1 and v2 such that
(x, (v1,u
p+1
2 )) ∈ ZN and (x, (up+11 ,v2)) ∈ ZN as it follows by letting v1 = up1 and v2 = up2




2)) ∈ ZN and (x, (up1,u∗2(up1)) ∈ ZN ). Hence, for all p
the individual feasibility is preserved along the iterations in (4.15).
Note that we can stop iterating at any p-th step, and then the control policy applied






2 ), which have been updated so far. It is clear that they
are feasible from the definition (4.14) even if (up1,u
p
2) itself may be infeasible. We inject
the first element of both sequences to each subsystem as the control policy at the current
time.
4.1.5 Suboptimal MPC
We propose a controller for cooperative control in terms of suboptimal MPC as specified
in [88]. With a current feasible state x ∈ XN and a feasible initial input trajectory u˜ ∈ U ,
each controller i performs iterations to generate a new control sequence ui which minimizes
the objective function. The iterations are synchronized between subsystems, and the first
component ui(0) is applied to the plant for the state at the next time step according to
the system evolution equation x+ = f(x, u). Given a feasible input sequence u at time t,
we construct a warm start
u˜ := {u(1), u(2), . . . , u(N − 1), κf (x(N))} . (4.16)
For the iteration of (4.15) at subsequent time instant. The p-th iterate of (4.15) from the
initial condition u˜ is denoted by hp(u˜).
In particular, hpi (u˜) denotes the i-th component i = {1, 2} of hp(·) corresponding
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to the input for the i-th subsystem. In the terminal equality constraint formulation we
can simply set κ(x(N)) = us since f(xs, us) = xs.
4.1.6 Stability and average performance
In the standard MPC scheme, defining a cost-to-go and using it as a candidate Lyapunov
function is a well-known method to establish closed-loop stability of equilibria [88]. In our
notation this can be stated as follows:
V¯ (x) := min
u
V (x,u) + Vf (x(N)) subject to
x(k + 1) = f (x(k), u(k)) , k ∈ I≥0,
(x(k), u(k)) ∈ C, k ∈ I0:N−1,
x(0) = x,
x(N) ∈ Xf .
Here, the assumption `(xs, us) ≤ `(x, u), which implies 0 = V¯ (xs) ≤ V˜ (x), holds for all
feasible states. Along solutions of the closed-loop systems the following inequality holds
for all k ∈ I≥0:
V¯ (x(k + 1))− V¯ ((x(k)) ≤ `(xs, us)− ` (x(k), u(k)) . (4.17)
This condition implies the monotonic decrease of the cost-to-go function evaluated along
solutions of the closed-loop systems. The monotonicity is important because the cost-to-go
function is then used as a Lyapunov candidate to prove asymptotic stability under some
mild conditions.
In contrast, the monotonic decrease (4.17) does not hold in economic MPC, so
Lyapunov-like analysis through the cost-to-go function is generally unavailable to prove
asymptotic stability.
Nevertheless, one of the strengths of economic MPC is that even if the stability is
not guaranteed, asymptotic performance is preserved. The performance aspect of economic
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MPC is analyzed in [5]. Its main result is that for a feasible initial state x ∈ XN a closed-
loop system has an average performance no worse than that of the constant feasible best
steady state, viz, (xs, us). We show next that similar performance bounds hold in the case
of cooperative distributed MPC.








hp+11 (x, u˜1, u˜2)
hp2(x, u˜1, u˜2)
 (4.18)
where p is any positive integer. Then,
1. (x(k),u) ∈ ZN for all k ≥ 0;





k=0 `(x(k), u(k)) ≤ `(xs, us).
Proof. Take any feasible pair (x,u); clearly x+ = f(x, u(0)) and u˜ are also a feasible
pair. Remark that a feasible pair is individually feasible. Moreover, by Lemma 5, all
iterates (x+, hp(u˜)) are individually feasible and, as remarked before, (x, hp+11 (u˜), h
p
2(u˜))
is feasible. This proves items 1 and 2. Furthermore, it holds:
V (x+,u+) = V (x+, hp+11 (u˜), h
p
2(u˜)) ≤ V (x+, u˜)
= V (x,u)− `(x, u(0)) + `(f(x(N), κf (x(N))), κf (x(N))).
By Theorem 18 of [3], the above inequality implies the asymptotic average performance
bound in item 3.
We point out the key technical step for proving the stability and performance results
is to show
V (x,u) ≤ V (x, u˜),
that the (centralized) optimizer yields a solution at least as good as the ‘warm start’
which is obtained by shifting the feasible solution at the previous sample time [49]. In this
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context this allows a decentralized solution with an arbitrary number of iterations.
For the completeness we introduce Theorem 18 and its proof of [3] here.
Theorem 2. If C is compact, and Assumptions 6 and 9 hold, the asymptotic average
performance of the nonlinear system (4.18) is better, i.e., no worse, than the performance
of the optimal admissible steady state.
Proof. For the optimal input sequence (4.18) corresponding to state x ∈ XN and the
candidate sequence u˜(x) and x˜ := {x0(1;x), x0(2;x), . . . , x0(N ;x), x0(N + 1;x)} at state
x+ = f(x, u0(0;x)))), we have
VN (x
+, u˜) = V 0N (x)−`(x, u0(0;x)) = `(x0(N ;x), κ(x0(N ;x))−Vf (x0(N ;x))+Vf (x0(N+1;x))
Using Assumption 9 gives
V 0N (x
+)− V 0N (x) ≤ `(xs, us)− `(x, u0(0;x)), ∀x ∈ XN (4.19)
The stage cost `(x, u) is bounded on C since `(·) is continuous on C, and C is a compact
set. Hence V 0N (x





N (x(k+1))−V 0N (x(k))
T+1 is also bounded in the set XN . Taking averages on both







which completes the proof.
4.2 Asymptotic Average Constraints
An asymptotic average of a variable v is defined in terms of a set in [5] as follows:
Av[v] :=
{








Note that the set of asymptotic averages is nonempty for a bounded sequence v(·), and it
is not necessarily a singleton.
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This notation can be adopted both to evaluate the performance of systems by
evaluating the asymptotic average value of `(x(k), u(k)) along solutions of the closed-
loop solution, and to constrain systems averagely. For an output y = h(x, u), average
polyhedral constraints is suggested in [5, 73] by introducing the set:
Y = {y ∈ Rp : Hy − b ≤ 0}.
The goal is to design an input sequence u which induces the average of output h(·) to








Note that h(·) over any finite horizon need not belong in Y.
The previous results in [5, 73] show that the systems constrained averagely can be
operated with an average performance no worse than the cost at the best steady state:
Av[`(x, u)] ⊆ (−∞, `(xs, us)]. (4.21)
This condition holds with the following implementation which includes the opti-
mization problem with respect to the recursively defined set Yt:
Yt+1 = Yt ⊕ Y⊕ Y¯(t)⊕ (−h(x(t), u(t))) ,
Y0 = NY+ Y00
in which Y00 is an arbitrarily chosen compact set which contains origin as its interior point
and Y¯(t) is a compact set which satisfies the following properties [73]:
Assumption 13. For each t ∈ I≥0, the set Y¯(t) is such that h(x, κf (x)) ∈ Y ⊕ Y¯(t) for
all x ∈ Xf (t).
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h(x(k), u(k)) ∈ Yt. (4.22)
Therefore, with the constraint (4.22) accompanied to the original optimization
problem (3.8) and (3.9), we present the optimization problem for centralized and co-
operative economic MPC with asymptotic average constraints.
Definition 14 (Centralized economic MPC with an asymptotic average constraint).
min
v1,v2
V (z(t), [v1,v2]) + Vf (z(N |t)) subject to
z(k + 1|t) = f(z(k|t), v(k|t)), k ∈ I0:N−1,
(z(k|t), v(k|t)) ∈ C, k ∈ I0:N−1,
N−1∑
k=0
h(z(k|t), v(k|t)) ∈ Yt,
z(0|t) = x(t),
z(N |t) ∈ Xf .
(4.23)




V (z(t), [v1,v2]) + Vf (z(N |t)) subject to
z(k + 1|t) = f(z(k|t), v(k|t)), k ∈ I0:N−1,
(z(k|t), v(k|t)) ∈ C, k ∈ I0:N−1,
N−1∑
k=0
h(x(k|t), [vi(k|t), v3−i(k|t)]) ∈ Yt,
z(0|t) = x(t),




where u∗3−i is the current input sequence computed and transmitted by the other subsystem
3− i.
Remark 8. For the operation without an average constraint we can simply set h(x, u) = 0
and b = 0.
4.3 Results
In this section we analyze the stability and convergence properties of the proposed al-
gorithm. Two kinds of iterations are studied; time iterations, leading to a standard
asymptotic stability analysis, and players iterations, which occur within a single sam-
pling interval. Therefore we assume that the controllers exchange their current estimation
on their future control action at least the number of iterations allowed within a single
sampling interval.
4.3.1 Convergence of the players’ iteration
To analyze the convergence of players iterations, we use the sum of two objective func-
tions W (x,u1,u2) := V (x,u1,u
∗
2(u1)) + Vf (φ(N ;x,u1,u
∗





1(u2),u2)), where ui(·) is the solution for (4.14) and φ(N ;x,u1,u2) is the
solution at time N from the state x and input sequence (u1,u2). For the sake of sim-
plicity we denote Vp(x,u1,u2) := V (x,u1,u2) + Vf (φ(N ;x,u1,u2)). Then the following
lemma shows that W (·) is monotonically decreasing for the iteration (4.15).
Lemma 7. For the iteration given in (4.15), W (x,up1,u
p
2) monotonically decreases as p
increases.
Proof. From the definition of W (·) we have,
W (x,u+1 ,u
+




























≤ V (x,u1,u∗2(u1)) + Vp(x,u∗1(u2),u2)
= W (x,u1,u2).
which implies the monotonic decrease of W (·, ·).





2(u)) ≤ Vp(x,u1,u2), for all p ≥ 0.
Lemma 8. The sequence W (x,up1,u
p
2) admits a limit as p→∞. Furthermore, if the cost






(u1,u2) | W (x,u+1 ,u+2 ) = W (x,u1,u2)
}
as p→ +∞. That is, d ((up1,up2),Kx)→ 0 as p→ +∞.
Proof. By continuity of `(·) and f(·), and by compactness of C and Xf , the sequence
W (x,up1,u
p
2) is bounded from below. Since it is monotonically decreasing, it converges to
some constant W¯ ∈ R.
To show (up1,u
p
2) converges to the aforementioned set Kx, take an arbitrary conver-
gent subsequence {uq} ⊂ {up} and let u¯ be its limit. Notice that W (x,uq) ≥W (x,uq+1).
Then, from the continuity of W (x, ·+),





q+1)−W (x,uq) = 0,
which proves convergence of (up1,u
p
2) to Kx.
Lemma 9. For all (v1,v2) ∈ Kx, (u∗1(v2),v2) is a local minimizer with respect to both
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Proof. From the definition of u∗i (u
∗
3−i) given in (4.15), (4.25) clearly holds. Moreover,
since (v1,v2) ∈ Kx
Vp(x,u
∗

























Suppose that minu2 Vp(x,u
∗





















1(v2),u2) = V (x,u
∗
1(v2),v2).




2) converges to a point as p → ∞, it is
a Nash equilibrium. Since a Nash equilibrium cannot guarantee the Pareto optimality, we
can only state it as a suboptimal MPC controller. Normally we cannot generate the same
performance of a centralized optimizer.
4.3.2 Closed-loop stability of the system
We now present the theorem on the stability of the closed-loop system (4.18) under the
assumptions previously discussed.
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Theorem 3 (Closed-loop Stability(Theorem 15, [5])). Under the given assumptions 7, 8
and 9, the steady state solution xs of (4.4) is asymptotically stable on the set of feasible
states for the closed-loop system (4.18).
4.4 More subsystems
In this section we expand the systems with two-subsystems into the generalized
M−subsystems. The key idea for this implementation is to divide each controller into
two or, equivalently, to pair every two subsystems into one.
4.4.1 Hierarchical structure
Suppose that there exists a vector-valued input signal u ∈ Rm. The previous Section
shows that we can divide it into two and separately design them. We define a hierarchical
structure for the design of the control strategy. Inputs for the first level corresponds to
the centralized controller that determines inputs for the plantwide system. Next, we use
(u1, u2), which we proposed in the previous sections, to denote the inputs at the second
level. Without loss of generality we can divide any level of inputs into two lower level
inputs. Except the lowest level all the controllers are updated by using the iterations of
inputs in the lower level controllers. We hereby present the division of any level of input
with the following equation:
ui1,i2,...,ik = (ui1,i2,...,ik,1, ui1,i2,...,ik,2) , il ∈ {1, 2}, l ∈ I1:k.
For the sake of simplicity throughout this thesis we consider a three-level controller
structure, which consists of at most four distinct input signals at the lowest level, and a
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structure that is easily expanded into any general number of levels.
level 1 : u (4.28)
level 2 : (u1, u2) (4.29)
level 3 :
(
(u1,1, u1,2), (u2,1, u2,2)
)
(4.30)
Note that the dimension of each subsystem is not necessarily equivalent. For instance, if









way it is possible to deal with any dimensional input and any number of subsystems.
4.4.2 Iteration algorithm
Since all the controllers except the lowest level are updated from the iterates of their lower
level controllers, only the controllers at the lowest level are necessarily implemented by
solving the optimization problem in themselves. For the sake of simplicity we deal with
the three level structure, but the algorithm can be expanded to more general structures








V (z,v3−i,vi,3−j ,vi,j) + Vf (z(N))
subject to z(k + 1) = f(z(k), v(k)),
(z(k), v(k)) ∈ C,
z(0) = x,








where p and q are the numbers of the current iterations at the i-th and j-th level respec-
tively.
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Then the input sequences at the lowest level are updated according to: up, q+1i,1
up, q+1i,2
 =







Individual feasibility can be defined similarly to that of the two subsystems case.
Definition 16 (Individual feasibility at the lower level). We call an input sequence
(ui,j ,ui,3−j ,u3−i) is individually feasible if there exist vi,j and vi,3−j such that
(vi,j ,ui,3−j ,u3−i) ∈ ZN and (ui,j ,vi,3−j ,u3−i) ∈ ZN .
We suggest the following lemmas without proves since they are directly verified
from the two-subsystems case.















is also individually feasible for any nonnegative integers.
Now, we define the sum of objective function optimized by each one of the con-
trollers at the second level.










Similarly to the result in the previous section we have the following properties.









ically decreases as q increases.




2) admits a limit as q →∞. Furthermore, if






(u1,1,u1,2,u2) | W (x,u·, +1,1 ,u·, +1,2 ) = W (x,u·1,1,u·1,2)
}






→ 0 as q → +∞.
Since the iterates at the higher level are determined from the iterates at the lower
level, with a pre-determined number of the lower level q¯ the control sequence is decided






























By denoting hpi (u) the p−times iterates from u defined in (4.33) and hqi,j(u) iterates





















where p, q1 and q2 are any positive integer, and u˜ is the warm start defined in (4.16).
In Figure 4.1, we present the structure of distributed MPC composed of four MPCs
which are implemented by using the algorithm of (4.35). Each MPC solves the optimiza-
tion problem (4.31).
Remark 11. For systems with higher number of hierarchy levels we can implement the
iterates by repeating the procedure (4.33).
Remark 12. q¯1 and q¯2 are not necessarily equal. This means that subsystems allocated
in different branches of the hierarchy can perform a different number of iterations.
Remark 13. The advantage of the algorithm presented in this thesis is that the distributed
optimization is parallelized compared to those suggested before. In previous research such as
[10,33] iteration of each subsystem is sequentially, hence while one subsystem is optimizing
the objective, the others stay at rest. Therefore, with the same length of time spending in
iterations we can expect better performance.
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of four MPCs
4.5 An example: Competitive-consecutive reaction
As an example 2 we deal with the competitive-consecutive reaction model in [48] which is
frequently found in industrial processes. We have the simple case of two reactions with
the following structure:
P0 +B → P1
P1 +B → P2.
where P1 is the desirable product whose production to be maximized. For this reaction
represented in the previous section 3.8, we conduct the simulation by using the nonlinear
system in 4th order model and 7th order model with energy balance.
2In the figures throughout this section, black, blue, green and red lines represent the cases for centralized,
p = 1, p = 2 and p = 5, respectively. The dotted blue line shows the solution for the best steady state.
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4.5.1 4th order model
The 4th order dynamics for dimensionless mass balances for this problem are given by:
x˙1 = u1 − x1 − σ1x1x2
x˙2 = u2 − x2 − σ1x1x2 − σ2x2x3
x˙3 = −x3 + σ1x1x2 − σ2x2x3
x˙4 = −x4 + σ2x2x3,
where x1, x2, x3 and x4 are the concentrations of P0, P1, P2 and B respectively. The
parameters are given as σ1 = 1 and σ2 = 0.4. Since x1, x2, x3, x4, u1 and u2 represent
mass balances, they are nonnegative real values, and for the simulation they would be
constrained as nonnegative.
The goal of this system is to maximize the average amount of P1 in the eﬄuent flow
for a maximum inflow rate with respect to the averagely constrained input. We set the
minimization formulation with mink≥0
∑−x3(k), hence the adequate stage cost function
is adopted as `(x, u) = −x3. The best steady-state obtained by solving the optimization
problem (4.4) is xs = [ 0.3874 1.5811 0.3752 0.2374 ]
′, us = [ 1 2.4310 ]′. For dis-
cretization, we use the first order hold with the sampling time Ts = 0.1. Remark that Euler
discretization preserves equilibria from the fact that x˙ = 0 in the original continuos-time
system results in the suceeding state same with the current state, i.e., x˙Ts + x = x.
The asymptotic average constraint given in terms of u1, hence we have Y := {y|0 ≤
y ≤ 1}. Furthermore, since the matrix fx(xs, us) is Hurwitz, the local controller we
adopt a controller for linearized system at (xs, us) with κ(x(N |t)) = us, which satisfies
h(x, κ(x)) ∈ Y for all x ∈ Xf = X. Therefore we choose Y¯ as {xs} specified in [5, 73].
For stabilization we adopt the following stage cost function:






where the additional terms || · ||Q and || · ||R stabilize the state and input over the time
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horizon respectively.
Next, we choose the terminal cost in the form Vf (x(N)) = x
′(N)Px(N) + p′x(N)




0.6936 0.0058 0.1975 0.0871
0.0058 0.6682 0.0402 0.0441
0.1975 0.0402 1.8492 0.5485
0.0871 0.0441 0.5485 2.7456

, (4.37)
p = [ 3.0187 1.6107 0.6607 0.6666 ]
′. (4.38)
As we represented in the previous section 3.8, we first show the open-loop control of which
initial states are appointed as both the best steady state (Table 4.1 for terminal equality
constraint setting and 4.3 for terminal penalty setting) and a randomly chosen state (Table
4.2 for terminal equality constraint setting and Table 4.4 for terminal penalty setting).
The chosen initial state is x0 := (0.9706, 0.9572, 0.4854, 0.8003). For tracking MPC we








where Q and R are identity matrices in the adequate dimension.
Remark 14. The distributed control sometimes outperforms the centralized control in
Table4.2. Since the MPC with terminal cost minimizes
∑N−1
k=0 `(x(k), u(k)) + Vf (x(N))
and the performance shown in the table is 1N
∑N−1
k=0 `(x(k), u(k)), this can occur. We
cannot find this in the terminal equality constraint MPC.
In all the four open-loop cases, the convergent property for iterations is easily found
even if the convergence is not toward the centralized control. As the number of iterations
are increased, the performance is improved and almost similar to the performance of cen-
tralized control, but the state trajectories are inequivalent because the optimal trajectory
may not uniquely exist over the time horizon. For the chosen pair αQ = 0.36, αR = 0.002,
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Centralized
Distributed
p = 1 p = 2 p = 5
Economic 0.4066 0.3752 0.3857 0.3950
αQ = 0, αR = 0.001 0.4114 0.3759 0.3753 0.4010
αQ = 0, αR = 0.002 0.4110 0.3759 0.3760 0.4054
αQ = 0.36, αR = 0.002 0.3752 0.3752 0.3752 0.3752
Tracking 0.3752 0.3752 0.3752 0.3752
Table 4.1: Open-loop performance with a terminal equality constraint from xs
Centralized
Distributed
p = 1 p = 2 p = 5
Economic 0.5631 0.4954 0.4980 0.5632
αQ = 0, αR = 0.001 0.5630 0.4949 0.4947 0.5633
αQ = 0, αR = 0.002 0.5630 0.4935 0.4939 0.5633
αQ = 0.36, αR = 0.002 0.5062 0.4726 0.4771 0.4983
Table 4.2: Open-loop performance with terminal cost from xs
the modified stage cost function (4.36) satisfies the strict dissipativity. We also provide
the trajectories of the open-loop control for economic objective functions in Figure 4.2,
4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. More figures of the trajectories for varying αQ and αR are shown in
Appendix B.
The closed-loop control for the same model with the horizon N = 20 and the
setpoint (xs, us) is operated with receding horizon. The average performance we present
here is 1N+t−1
∑N+t−1
k=0 x3(k) where t = 40. Therefore the states and input after t = 40 of
the Figure 4.6 and 4.7 are virtual or predicted states and inputs.
As we presented the performance of the system operated by economic MPC with
−x3 as a cost functional is better than that of standard tracking MPC. The performances
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Centralized
Distributed
p = 1 p = 2 p = 5
Economic 0.5740 0.4629 0.4629 0.4604
αQ = 0, αR = 0.001 0.5739 0.4629 0.4629 0.5585
αQ = 0, αR = 0.002 0.5731 0.4629 0.5040 0.5593
αQ = 0.36, αR = 0.002 0.4934 0.4314 0.4431 0.4611
Tracking 0.4018 0.4102 0.4101 0.4101
Table 4.3: Open-loop performance with a terminal equality constraint from a ran-
domly selected initial state
Centralized
Distributed
p = 1 p = 2 p = 5
Economic 0.6874 0.5498 0.6405 0.6874
αQ = 0, αR = 0.001 0.6875 0.5492 0.6289 0.6873
αQ = 0, αR = 0.002 0.6871 0.5487 0.6220 0.6865
αQ = 0.36, αR = 0.002 0.6241 0.5214 0.5903 0.6144
Table 4.4: Open-loop average profit with terminal cost from a randomly selected
initial state
of closed-loop control for the terminal equality constraint setting and the terminal cost
setting are presented in Table 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. In these Figure 4.6 and 4.7, the
trajectories with iterations are shown as well.
4.5.2 7th order model
Next,we consider the 7-th order model here. Unlike the model in [5] the reaction may be
also affected by the temperature in the reactors, and we are also to control the temperature
to maximize the cumulative concentration of P1 additional to the inflow concentration of
P0 and B. The 7
th order dynamics for dimensionless mass balances for this problem with
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Figure 4.2: Open-loop control with the economic objective from xs
mass balance are given by [48]:
x˙1 = u1 − x1 − σ1x1x2
x˙2 = u2 − x2 − σ1x1x2 − σ2x2x3
x˙3 = −x3 + σ1x1x2 − σ2x2x3
x˙4 = −x4 + σ2x2x3
x˙5 = 1− x5 + (1σ1x1x2 + 2σ2x2x3) + λ1(x6 − x5)
δ1x˙6 = λ2(x7 − x6)− λ1(x6 − x5)
δ2x˙7 = λ3(u3 − x7)− λ2(x7 − x6)
where x1, x2, x3 and x4 are the concentrations of P0, P1, P2 and B respectively, while
x5, x6 and x7 represent a reaction mixture energy balance, a reactor wall energy balance,
and a jacket fluid energy balance. Furthermore, the manipulated variables u1, u2 and u3
represent the inflow rates of P0, B and jacket fluid energy, respectively. The temperature
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Figure 4.3: Open-loop control with the economic objective and a terminal penalty
from xs
dependencies in the material balances are given by
σ1 = σ10e
−β1
x5 , σ2 = σ20e
−β2
x5 .
Since the states and inputs are dimensionless and normalized they do not have specific
units. The parameters used for the simulation are given in Table 4.7. We are going to
conduct the simulation for both the terminal equality constraint and the terminal penalty
settings.
The state and input constraints for the best-steady state are given as follows:
0 ≤xi ≤ 5, i ∈ I1:7 (4.39)
0 ≤u1 ≤ 1, (4.40)
0 ≤u2 ≤ 3, (4.41)
0 ≤u3 ≤ 1.09, (4.42)
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Figure 4.4: Open-loop control with the economic objective from randomly chosen x0
We obtained the best steady-state by solving the steady state problem (4.4), and
the result is xs = (0.4210, 0.4434, 0.3079, 0.2711, 1.1156, 1.1113, 1.0923) and us =
(1.0000, 1.2934, 1.0900), hence for the terminal equality constraint setting it is the set-
point3.
We constrain the asymptotic average of input u1 between 0 and 1, and u3 between
0 and 1.09 respectively. Therefore the average constraint set Y in the form of (4.22) is
also given by:
Y =
h(x, u) ∈ R2 :
 0
0











t=0 h(x(t), u(t)) ∈ Y is desired to be
asymptotically satisfied. For the operation and real-time optimization we set 3 as the
upper bounds for both u1 and u3.
Since we desire to maximize the accumulative sum of x3, we formulate the opti-
3In this thesis all the optimization is solved with IPOPT. (https://projects.coin-or.org/Ipopt)
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Figure 4.5: Open-loop control with the economic objective and a terminal penalty
from randomly chosen x0
mization problem with the minimizing setting adopting −x3 as a stage cost functional.
With the additional stabilizing terms proposed in [5], the stage cost function is set as
follows:
`(x, u) = −x3 + 1
2
||x− xs||Q + 1
2
||u− us||R (4.43)
where Q and R are positive definite matrices in the appropriate dimension. For this
simulation we adopt identity matrices multiplied by nonnegative constants, so hereby we
have Q = αQI and R = αRI where αQ ≥ 0 and αR ≥ 0. The additional terms also provide
strong duality to the stage cost function. Since the asymptotic performance is defined in
terms of infinite time horizon, we adopt the same cost defined in Remark 5 to evaluate
the performance of open-loop and closed-loop performances.
First, we execute the simulation of the centralized MPC as a reference for the
distributed MPC. To check the effect of stabilizing terms, we set the initial state of the
system at the best steady state xs while retaining αQ = 0 and αR = 0, and then conduct
the open-loop control with the prediction horizon N = 20. This purely economic cost
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Centralized
Distributed
p = 1 p = 2 p = 5
Economic 0.4953 0.4223 0.4728 0.4275
αQ = 0, αR = 0.001 0.5012 0.2786 0.4689 0.3780
αQ = 0, αR = 0.002 0.5032 0.3994 0.4788 0.4436
αQ = 0.36, αR = 0.002 0.4220 0.2664 0.4222 0.3493
Tracking 0.3852 0.4163 0.4172 0.4168
Table 4.5: Closed-loop average cost with a terminal equality constraint
Centralized
Distributed
p = 1 p = 2 p = 5
Economic 0.4937 0.4589 0.4937 0.4935
αQ = 0, αR = 0.001 0.4936 0.4574 0.4937 0.4934
αQ = 0, αR = 0.002 0.4939 0.4729 0.4926 0.4949
αQ = 0.36, αR = 0.002 0.4772 0.4734 0.4761 0.4758
Table 4.6: Closed-loop average cost with a terminal penalty
function, without stabilizing terms, generates the trajectories which do not stay at the best
steady-state but tend to be impulsive between the minimum and maximum boundaries
even the initial and terminal states are set to the best steady-state [5]. This result shows
the advantage of economic MPC whose performance is better than the best steady state
even the stability is not generally guaranteed.
The increased constants αQ and αR result in stabilization whereas the aver-
age performance is somewhat decreased. The trajectories and average performance
with varying stabilizing terms are shown in Figure B.19, B.20, B.21 and Table
4.8. We repeat the same open-loop control with a randomly chosen initial state
(0.2572, 0.0072, 0.2598, 0.4830, 0.8210, 0.8977, 1.277). We can also obtain the initial fea-
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Figure 4.6: Closed-loop control with the economic objective
σ10 5.26× 107 σ20 3.77× 104 δ1 0.152 δ2 1.18
β1 18.57 β2 10.99 1 0.474 2 0.715
λ1 99.0 λ2 22.3 λ3 181
Table 4.7: Parameters for the model of competitive-consecutive reaction with energy
balance
sible input sequence by solving the constant optimization problem specified in Section
3.7.1 or by solving a nonlinear distributed programming [77], but we do not deal with it
in this thesis.
Next, for the simulation of distributed control, we divide the plantwide input u =
(u1, u2, u3) into two groups, (u1, u2) and u3 as specified in (4.30) and then divide (u1, u2)
into two repeatedly. Three MPCs are designed to decide the behavior of u1, u2 and u3,
respectively. Therefore MPCs for u1 and u2 update their input with respect to the fixed
x and u3, while MPC for u3 updates its input with respect to the fixed x, u1 and u2 by
solving the optimization problem (4.31).
In open-loop control, the update given by (4.32) has tendency to improve the
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Figure 4.7: Closed-loop control with the economic objective and a terminal penalty
performance of the system, although we cannot guarantee the improvement for every
iteration. Table 4.9 shows the average economic performance of the operation with varying
stabilizing terms in terminal equality constraints setting and penalty setting, respectively.
As usually expected, the terminal penalty setting outperforms than the other since the
terminal equality constraint is a particular case of terminal penalty formulation with
Xf = {xs} and κ(x(N |t)) = us. However, terminal penalty setting is not easily constructed
if f(x, u) or `(x, u) is stiff near the best steady-state, and the computation time is generally
expected longer than that of terminal equality constraint setting.
Table 4.10 presents the performance improving over iterations with varying stabi-




Economic (0.05, 0.05) (0.1, 0.1) (0.2, 0.2)
Centralized 0.6463 0.6242 0.5123 0.4834
p = 1 0.5415 0.4712 0.4653 0.4675
p = 2 0.5181 0.4674 0.4678 0.4645
p = 5 0.5473 0.4854 0.4800 0.4779
Table 4.8: Open-loop performance from xs with a terminal equality constraint
(αQ, αR)
Economic (0.05, 0.05) (0.1, 0.1) (0.2, 0.2) Tracking
Centralized 0.5911 0.5792 0.5062 0.4698 0.2953
p = 1 0.5607 0.4386 0.4424 0.4301 0.2899
p = 2 0.4677 0.4558 0.4417 0.4347 0.2902
p = 5 0.5905 0.4618 0.4691 0.4634 0.2908
Table 4.9: Open-loop performance from a random initial state with a terminal equality
constraint
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we suggested a suboptimal cooperative economic MPC for nonlinear sys-
tems. The key idea for the implementation is to verify the individual feasibility property
which ensures the subsystems to have capability of improving the performance of the
plantwide system even if the control actions are decided in the decentralized manner.
For both cases of the terminal equality constraint and the terminal penalty settings,
we presented that the performance tends to improve for each iteration, and the iterates
converge to a Nash equalibria or a local optimum. An important advantage of this sub-
optimal control is that we can stop the iteration at any number of iteration since at any
time of iterates the intermediate input sequence obtained are also feasible.
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(αQ, αR)
Economic (0.05, 0.05) (0.1, 0.1) (0.2, 0.2) Tracking
Centralized 0.7078 0.6203 0.5734 0.5247 0.2716
p = 1 0.5976 0.5224 0.5222 0.5158 0.3051
p = 2 0.4971 0.5558 0.5195 0.5094 0.3055
p = 5 0.6324 0.5581 0.5390 0.5192 0.3050
Table 4.10: Closed-loop performance with a terminal equality constraint
We also investigate the closed-loop control and its economic performance. Under
the strong duality assumption or dissipasivity assumption we defined the rotated cost, and
this cost is adopted for Lyapunov-like analysis on closed-loop stability. For closed-loop
control the states and inputs are included in a compact set, and they are also constrained
by asymptotic average values. The averagely constrained states can be implemented by
defining the set recursively along the time.
In the last section, a competitive consecutive reaction with thermal energy balance
is presented as an example. Through the state feedback control we showed the performance
improvement in terms of economic benefits.
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Figure 4.8: Open-loop control with the economic objective from xs
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Figure 4.9: Open-loop control with the economic objective from randomly chosen x0
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Conclusion and future plans
I
N this thesis we presented cooperative economic model predictive control for linear and
nonlinear systems. The key contribution of this thesis is that the plantwide economic
performance of the systems can be improved over iterations updated by subsystems while
consistently preserving feasibility and stability under certain conditions.
For linear systems with strongly convex objective function, we implemented the
prediction for states and corresponding input sequence as the convex sum of those of
individual subsystems. Generally, we can obtain the convergence to the Nash equilibria of
the subsystems, but coupled constraints prevented the possibility of proving convergence
to the Pareto optimum.
Because of the absence of the useful properties, such as linearity and strong convex-
ity of cost functionals, nonlinear systems pose major restrictions to the possibility of being
controlled in a decentralized manner. Therefore, we presented another important prop-
erty called individual feasibility, which implies the capability of improvement by the input
updated by each subsystem. Although we cannot generally guarantee the performance
improvement over each iteration, the performance tends to improve, and the feasibility is
preserved over iterations.
We suggested two types of MPC setting: the terminal penalty and terminal equality
constraints. The terminal equality constraint setting is hereby a particular case of the
terminal cost setting with Xf = {xs}, κf (x(N)) = us and Vf (·) = 0. As stated at the
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previous Chapter 3 and 4, the performance with the terminal penalty setting is expected
to be better than that of the terminal equality constraint setting. However, since the local
controller, usually expressed as κ(x(N)), and the desired terminal state set is sometimes
difficult to find, and its computation may take longer, the terminal penalty setting cannot
be always considered better than the terminal constraints setting.
Under the dissipativity or strong duality assumptions, the closed-loop stability for
economic MPC is proved, but in any controllers which asymptotically stabilize systems in
a Lyapunov-sense the asymptotic performance is equivalent to the cost at the best steady
state. In many applications we aim to achieve better performance than the cost at the
best steady state, even if we cannot guarantee the asymptotic stability of the resulting
solution. This aspect is considered as an advantage of economic MPC with respect to
standard MPC.
Asymptotic average constraints are considered for both of linear and nonlinear
systems as well. We verified that the constraints are satisfied with the distributed imple-
mentation suggested at the previous chapters. By solving the decentralized optimization
problem with respect to the recursively defined output constraints, we could constrain the
states and outputs asymptotically, and asymptotic cost could outperform that of the best
steady state.
Competitive-consecutive reactor systems are adopted as examples to apply the
cooperative MPC strategy. The fourth-order model with two inputs, and the seventh-order
model with three inputs consisting of two substances and thermal balance are considered.
For the computation of numerical simulation we adopted Matlab and IPOPT, numerical
solver implemented with the interior-point method algorithm.
We presented the change of economic performance with varying parameters called
stabilizing terms. Constrained averagely, the economic performance is expected to improve
the performance at the best steady-state, and the resulting solution is quite different from
the tracking MPC as well. Generally, better performance was expected with large number
of iterations, and the solution is convergent as we take iterations. The advantage of our
algorithm is, however, not the convergence but the fact that the input sequence computed
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with any number of iterations can be injected to the plants since intermediate iterates
even far from the convergence are also a feasible input sequence.
For further study on this topic we would like to investigate issues of robustness and
restricted communication between subsystems. Since the physical noise and disturbance
among subsystem is unavoidable in transmission of data, it can cause error. Especially, the
iteration-based cooperative operation is vulnerable to disturbance, because as iterations
are prosecuted the numerical error is accumulated. Iterations, however, is inevitable since
this enhances the plantwide performance. The subsystems is not always expected to
communicate each other and some of the subsystems may exchange their data with only
adjacent or a limited number of subsystems. In these restricted settings the performance
and the feasibility for distributed systems would be an interesting topic to investigate.
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Appendix A
Initialization for Linear Systems
A.1 Introduction
I
N this Appendix we focus on the initial warm start of subsystems, which have not
shared their information on inputs of the previous time yet. In the first part we intro-
duce preliminary and cooperative control. Next, we consider to investigate how controlla-
bility on each subsystem affects the plantwide system. In the last part the convergence of
the terminal state is dealt with. To adopt the computed warm start as a feasible initial
guess for the cooperative MPC with a terminal equality constraint, the terminal state
estimation obtained with the method we suggest should be close to the setpoint within
the tolerance in the numerical solver, and the control should be computed within finite
iterations.1
1This section is also my own work, but written on Appendix since it still needs to be improved.
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A.2 Preliminary and Setup
A.2.1 Cooperative Model Predictive Control
The linear system under investigation MPC is defined as follows:




(x, u1, u2) ∈ X× U1 × U2. (A.2)
where X ⊂ Rn, U1 ⊂ Rm1 and U2 ⊂ Rm2 are compact sets. The goal for MPC is
obtaining the sequence of control u = {u(0), u(1), . . . , u(N−1)} satisfying state and input
constraints while optimizing (usually minimizing) a desired objective function. By solving




V (x0,u) + Vf (x(N)) (A.3)
s.t x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k), (A.4)
x(0) = x0, (A.5)
x(N) = xs, (A.6)
(x(k), u(k)) ∈ C. (A.7)
where C ∈ X×U1×U2 is a compact set, x0 is an initial state and xs is a desired setpoint.
For standard MPC xs is usually origin, but in economic MPC the setpoint xs 6= 0 is
conventionally the best steady state defined as follows:
(xs, us) := arg min
(x,u)
`(x, u) s.t. x = f(x, u)
where `(·) is a stage cost function. See [3–5,13,86] for more detail on economic MPC.
In suboptimal MPC scheme at each sampling time a feasible warm start is necessary.
At the time t ∈ I≥1, the warm start is constructed from the control sequence of the
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previous time t− 1 shifted and concatenated by an appropriate control move as provided
by a local controller κf (·), a terminal set Xf [88]. Hence, the warm start is constructed as
u˜ = {u(1), u(2), . . . , u(N − 1), κf (x(N))}.
In distributed MPC, the inputs u1 and u2 are computed separately, synchronized,
and share their updated values provided at every sampling time. Finally the input for the
whole system is constructed. This suboptimal control law and its monotonicity property
are provided in the same way of centralized MPC based on the feasibility of the warm
start [88], [97]. However, at the initial moment the warm start has not been constructed
yet since the estimation or input from any subsystem is unknown to each other. Hence,
at t = 0 in cooperative MPC, it is more necessary to compute a feasible input sequence,
which satisfies (A.4) to (A.7), rather than optimizing the objective function (A.3). In
some particular MPC setting, in which (A.6) is not taken into account, a terminal cost
Vf (·) is used to stabilize the system.
For the later sections we introduce the direct relation between the estimation of
the N -th state and control sequences in Chapter 6 [88].
x(N) = ANx(0) + [AN−1B AN−2B · · · B]u (A.8)
=: ANx(0) + Bu (A.9)
= ANx(0) + [AN−1B1 AN−2B1 · · · B1]u1 + [AN−1B2 AN−2B2 · · · B2]u2 (A.10)
=: ANx(0) + B1u1 + B2u2. (A.11)
The following assumptions are also considered through this Appendix.
Assumption 15. For the linear systems (A,B) in (A.1),
• (A,B) is controllable.
• There exists an input sequence u ∈ U such that φ(k; u, x) ∈ X for all k ∈ I0:N−1 and
φ(N ; u, x) = xs.
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A.3 Controllability
Let C(A,B) a controllability matrix for system (A.1), i.e,
C(A,B) := [ B AB A2B · · · An−1B ].
Lemma 13. For a controllable system (A, [B1 B2]), R(C(A,B)) ≤ R(C(A,B1)) +
R(C(A,B2)).
Proof. Suppose a controllable pair (A,B) where A ∈ Rn×n and B ∈ Rn×(m1+m2). Then
R(C(A,B)) is n, which is equivalent to the row rank of C(A,B). For n1 := R(C(A,B1))
and n2 := R(C(A,B2)). Then B = [ B1 B2 ] leads,
n = R(C(A,B)) (A.12)
= R([[B1 B2] A[B1 B2] . . . An−1[B1 B2]]) (A.13)
≤ R([B1 AB1 . . . An−1B]) +R([B2 AB2 . . . An−1B2]) = n1 + n2. (A.14)
Remark 15. Lemma 13 shows that if every state is to be controllable each state should be
controllable by at least one of the subsystems. Note that even a subsystem which cannot
drive a state toward the desired state may affect the evolution of the state.
Therefore we can divide the states of the system into three parts; states controllable












1, If xi is controllable by 1,
0, Otherwise.
(A.16)
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E1,2 and E2 are defined in the same manner. From the definition, it is directly followed
by E1 + E1,2 + E2 = In. We also define x¯1 := E1x, x¯1,2 := E1,2x and x¯2 := E2x, which
fulfill by x¯1 + x¯1,2 + x¯2 = x.
A.4 Feasibility and Convergence














where p ∈ I≥0, α ∈ (0, 1) and u∗i (·) is a optimal solution computed by subsystem i which
introduced later. Next, we state the following well-known lemma, (See [97]) without proof.
Lemma 14. For a u0 which satisfies (A.4), (A.5) and (A.7), up also satisfies (A.4),
(A.5) and (A.7) for all p ∈ I≥0.
Since the feasibility, except (A.6), is preserved over p-time iterations with any
algorithm for u∗i (·) we can determine an initial warm start if (x0,u∗i (x0,u3−i),u3−i) is
feasible state-input pair. We propose the following two optimization problems for u∗i (·).
1. Without a terminal state constraint
u∗i (x0,u
p
3−i) := arg minui
||x(N)− xs|| (A.19)
s.t x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) +Bu(t), (A.20)
x(0) = x0, (A.21)
(x(t), u1(t), u2(t)) ∈ C. (A.22)
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2. With terminal equality state constraints on x¯i(N) and x¯1,2(N)
u∗i (x¯0,u
p
3−i) := arg minui
||x¯3−i(N)− x¯s(3−i)|| (A.23)
s.t x(k + 1) = Ax(t) +Bu(t), (A.24)
x(0) = x0, (A.25)
x¯i(N) = x¯si, (A.26)
x¯1,2(N) = x¯s1,2, (A.27)
(x(t), u1(t), u2(t)) ∈ C. (A.28)
In both cases, C is the same compact set defined in the original MPC problem defined in
(A.7).
The main differences between the two problems are terminal state constraints
(A.26) and (A.27). The existence of a feasible , except (A.6), solution u∗i (x0,u
∗
3−i) is
guaranteed from Lemma 13 for any x0 and u3−i. Now we show the final state x(N ; up)
moves closer to the desired setpoint xs over iterations.
Lemma 15. For any initial state x0 and u
0, the distance between estimated terminal state
and the best steady state ||x(N ; up)−xs|| updated by A.17 with both minui ||x(N)− xs|| in
1) and 2) monotonically decreases as p increases.
Proof. For the optimization problem 1),
x(N ; up+1) (A.29)
=ANx0 + B1up+11 + B2up+12 (A.30)
=ANx0 + B1(αu∗1 + (1− α)up1) + B2(αu∗2 + (1− α)up2) (A.31)
=α(ANx0 + B1u∗1 + B2up2) + (1− α)(ANx0 + B1up1 + B2u∗2) (A.32)
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Therefore we have:
||x(N ; up+1)− xs|| (A.33)
≤α||x(N ; u∗1,up2)− xs||+ (1− α)||x(N ; up1,u∗2)− xs|| (A.34)
≤||x(N ; up)− xs||. (A.35)
The first and second inequalities are derived from the convexity of norm and the definition
of upi , respectively.


















2)− x¯s1 = x¯1(N ; up1,u∗2)− x¯s1. (A.39)
From the convex sum (A.17), (A.30),(A.31) and (A.32) we can directly derive,
x(N ; up+1)− xs (A.40)
=(1− α)(x¯1(N ; up1,u∗2)− x¯s1) + α(x¯2(N ; u∗1,up2)− x¯s2). (A.41)
Therefore the following inequality holds:
||x(N ; up+1)− xs||
≤(1− α)||x¯1(N ; up1,u∗2)− x¯s1||+ α||x¯2(N ; u∗1,up2)− x¯s2||
=||x(N ; up)− xs||,
which completes the proof.
The next theorem shows the convergence of x(N ; up) over iterations.
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Theorem 4. For any u0 ∈ U1×U2, x(N ; up) in 1) and 2) are both convergent as p→∞.
Moreover, x(N ; up) in 2) exponentially converges to xs.
Proof. From Lemma 15, the sequence {||x(N ; up)− xs||} is monotonically decreasing and
bounded bellow in a compact set, hence for the both of 1) and 2) it is convergent.
For the convergence to xs,
||x¯1(N ; up+11 ,up+12 )− x¯s1||
=||E1(ANx0 + B1(αu∗1 + (1− α)up1) + B2((1− α)u∗2) + αup2 − xs)|| (A.42)
≤(1− α)||x¯1(N ; up1,u∗2)− x¯s1||. (A.43)
Likewise,
||x¯2(N ; up+11 ,up+12 )− x¯s2|| ≤ α||x¯2(N ; u∗1,up2)− x¯s2||. (A.44)
Therefore, for any u0 the following inequality holds:
||x(N ; up)− xs||
≤(1− α)p||x¯1(N ; u0)− x¯s1||+ αp||x¯2(N ; u0)− x¯s2||, (A.45)
which guarantees that x(N ; up) exponentially converges to xs as p→∞.
Remark 16. u0 is any pre-defined input sequence, and each subsystem shares the value.
Remark 17. Only the warm start in 1) can be adopted for the MPC with a terminal
equality constraint, whereas for MPC setup with a terminal penalty function, see [3], both
of the control sequences from 1) and 2) can be adopted. The warm start in 1) is expected
to be computed faster than that of 1) since it includes less number of constraints (A.26)
and (A.27).
Since x(N ; up) converges to xs exponentially, there always exists a p such that
||x(N ; up)−xs|| <  for any  > 0. Here,  may depends on the tolerance of the numerical
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solver. We can easily derive from (A.45) that
||x(N ; up)− xs||
≤2 max{(1− α)p||x¯1(N ; u0)− x¯s1||, αp||x¯2(N ; u0)− x¯s2||} (A.46)
The minimum p which satisfies the right hand side of (A.46) is less than  guarantees
that the terminal state is close enough to the setpoint. This directly leads the following
Lemma.
Lemma 16. For the control sequence up obtained in 2), there exists a finite p such that
for any  > 0 if k ≥ p then x(N ; uk) ∈ B(xs).
A.5 Conclusion
In this Appendix we suggested two methods constructing an initial warm start for cooper-
ative MPC for linear systems. Over the iterations all the constraints except the terminal
state is preserved, and the terminal state can be as close as necessary to the desired set-
point, we can adopt the initial warm start as an initial guess for the numerical solver for
MPC with terminal state equality constraints as well as MPC with terminal costs.
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Appendix B
Additional Figures for 4.5
W
E represent additional figures for Section 4.5 here. 1
B.1 4th order model




















































Figure B.1: Open-loop control with αQ = 0, αR = 0.001 from xs
1In the following figures throughout this appendix, black, blue, green and red lines represent centralized,
p = 1, p = 2 and p = 5, respectively. Furthermore, the dotted line is the solution for the best steady state.
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Figure B.2: Open-loop control with αQ = 0, αR = 0.002 from xs


















































Figure B.3: Open-loop control with αQ = 0.036, αR = 0.002 from xs
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Figure B.4: Open-loop control with αQ = 0, αR = 0.001 and a terminal penalty from
xs


















































Figure B.5: Open-loop control with αQ = 0, αR = 0.002 and a terminal penalty from
xs
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Figure B.6: Open-loop control with αQ = 0.036, αR = 0.002 and a terminal penalty
from xs





















































Figure B.7: Open-loop control with αQ = 0, αR = 0.001 from randomly chosen x0
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Figure B.8: Open-loop control with αQ = 0, αR = 0.002 from randomly chosen x0

















































Figure B.9: Open-loop control with αQ = 0.036, αR = 0.002 from randomly chosen x0
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Figure B.10: Open-loop control with αQ = 0, αR = 0.001 and a terminal penalty from
randomly chosen x0



















































Figure B.11: Open-loop control with αQ = 0, αR = 0.002 and a terminal penalty from
randomly chosen x0
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Figure B.12: Open-loop control with αQ = 0.036, αR = 0.002 and a terminal penalty
from randomly chosen x0



















































Figure B.13: Closed-loop control with αQ = 0, αR = 0.001
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Figure B.14: Closed-loop control with αQ = 0, αR = 0.002





















































Figure B.15: Closed-loop control with αQ = 0.036, αR = 0.002
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Figure B.16: Closed-loop control with αQ = 0, αR = 0.001 and a terminal penalty




















































Figure B.17: Closed-loop control with αQ = 0, αR = 0.002 and a terminal penalty
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Figure B.18: Closed-loop control with αQ = 0.036, αR = 0.002 and a terminal penalty
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B.2 7th order model with thermal balance







































































Figure B.19: Open-loop control with (αQ, αR) = (0.05, 0.05) from xs
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Figure B.20: Open-loop control with (αQ, αR) = (0.1, 0.1) from xs
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Figure B.21: Open-loop control with (αQ, αR) = (0.2, 0.2) from xs
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Figure B.22: Open-loop control with (αQ, αR) = (0.05, 0.05) from randomly chosen x0
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Figure B.23: Open-loop control with (αQ, αR) = (0.1, 0.1) from randomly chosen x0
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Figure B.24: Open-loop control with (αQ, αR) = (0.2, 0.2) from randomly chosen x0
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Figure B.25: Closed-loop control with (αQ, αR) = (0.01, 0.01) from randomly chosen x0
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Figure B.26: Closed-loop control with (αQ, αR) = (0.02, 0.02) from randomly chosen x0
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Figure B.27: Closed-loop control with (αQ, αR) = (0.05, 0.05) from randomly chosen x0
124
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